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1. Introduction 

Since the very beginning of its establishment (1844), the YMCA has assumed 

service responsibilities in conflict transformation work. Committed to its historical 

roots and legacy and also encouraged by the best programme practices already in 

place, the YMCA Europe has adopted ‘Peace, Justice and Democracy’ as a priority 

and signature programme area within its Strategy 2011 – 2016. 

 

The YMCA Europe Roots for Reconciliation1 programme, successfully ongoing since 

2007, is a key initiative within the above-mentioned strategy implementation plan. 

The sought impact of the RfR is to attribute towards stronger youth activism towards 

peaceful transformation of conflicts in Europe, the Caucasus and Balkans especially 

considered.  

 

The following specific programme outcomes are expected, indicating contribution to 

that impact:  

 

1. Improved mutual trust and understanding sustaining between young people 

coming from conflict affected areas in Europe; 

2. Empowered youth opinion leaders acting for change in their sending 

organisations and respective communities as multipliers of peace culture and 

cross-border dialogue; 

3. Strengthened YMCA Movements in the targeted regions, with clear 

programme profile in the area of ‘Peace, Justice and Democracy’. 

 

Capacity building activities are central to the way the RfR works, constantly 

transferring organisational memory and competences in peace-work from one 

generation of young leaders to the next one, from one geographical area to another.  

 

The RfR Peace Work Institute2 component is a best practice to this end. It is a series 

of 3 one-week-long residential training sessions taking place every half-a-year, 

namely: 

 

1. PWI Session 1 – October 2012 in Istanbul (Turkey); 

2. PWI Session 2 – June 2013 in Yerevan (Armenia); 

3. PWI Session 3 – December 2013 in Strasbourg (France). 

 

As a follow-up of the PWI training phase YMCA Europe RfR has launched its 

Tandem Grant Tool, which provided financial instrument for the PWI graduates to 

implement cross-border or regional activities in the field of conflict transformation. 

                                                             
1 Hereafter RfR 
2 Hereafter PWI 
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Clustered as sparring partners in tandem groups the PWI graduates successfully 

imitated and implemented various Tandem Grant projects. 

 

1. Study Visit to Karabagh  – August 2014 in Stepanakert (Nagorno Karabagh); 

2. Balkan Peace Conference ‘Bridges for the Future’ – September 2014 in 

Pristina (Kosovo); 

3. Armenian-Turkish Youth Encounter – October 2014 in Istanbul (Turkey). 

 

As a concluding event of the PWI scheme its graduates Reunion was held in 

February 2015 (Budapest, Hungary) to evaluate the results so far and plan future 

steps.  

 

This initiative became possible thanks to the funding partnership with Bread for the 

World Germany and Council of Europe Youth Department. YMCA Europe plans to 

use these strategic alliances and the best practices from this PWI pilot scheme and 

initiate another round of the kind with a wider geographical coverage. Moreover 

YMCA Europe counts on cooperation with the International Coalition of YMCA 

Universities to give the new phase of PWI academic support and accreditation.  

 

Please consult the RfR communication and networking online platforms at 

www.rfr.ymcaeurope.com for more information about the programme in general, its 

PWI component in particular. 
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2. Peace Work Institute Brief 

 

The PWI residential sessions were delivered through both in-house and external 

facilitation. A planning team was set up to steer the organisation of the scheme. 

Various non-formal education methods and tools were used during content delivery, 

including: 

 

 Plenary inputs, presentations, lectures 

 Workshops  

 Individual work 

 Small group discussions and exercises 

 Practical work 

 Case studies 

 Simulation and other games 

 Films and digital media 

 Exposures to the local contexts 

 

Below are the briefs on each PWI session. 

 

PWI Session 1 – Istanbul, Turkey 

 

Objectives: 

 

 To familiarize the participants with the World Alliance of YMCAs Youth 

Empowerment initiative through increased understanding of the YMCA and its 

historical context and through introducing and exercising the Change Model in 

specific programmes. 

 To introduce the Do No Harm concept and methodology through exercising a 

structured case study on Roma IDPs3 and through discussing its applicability 

within relevant conflict / diversity related initiatives carried out by the YMCAs. 

 To showcase how differences are treated in order to achieve intercultural 

behaviour in multi-cultural contexts. 

 To equip the participants with know-how and tools on how to understand and 

evaluate individual change. 

Key Modules: 

 

 Youth Empowerment 

                                                             
3 Internally Displaced Persons 
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 Do No Harm Approach  

 Intercultural Learning 

 Change Assessment 

 

PWI Session 2 – Yerevan, Armenia 

Objectives: 

 

 To introduce the participants with various digital activism tools and to create 

online communication platforms that can be utilized to make further project 

planning & implementation more interactive and functional for project 

participants and more visible to wider public.  

 To familiarise the participant with basic theoretical knowledge necessary in 

conflict transformation work. 

Key Modules: 

 

 Digital Activism 

 Areas of Peace Work 

 Tandem Grant Case Statements 

 Reflective Peace Practices 

 Local and International Funding Opportunities 

 

PWI Session 3 – Strasbourg, France 

 

Objectives: 

 

 To develop participants’ competences in conflict transformation by 

familiarizing them with conflict transformation tools; 

 To support participants to develop, deliver and take ownership for the 

respective follow-up activities (YMCA Europe RfR Tandem Grant projects); 

 To explore and familiarize participants with Council of Europe activities and 

experience in the areas of peace work, involving young people. 

 

Key Modules: 

 

 Introduction to the Council of Europe, the Youth Department, the European 

Youth Foundation, with specific focus on peace initiatives coordinated by the 

Youth Department of the Council of Europe, such as the Youth Peace 

Ambassadors project. 

 Sharing YMCAs conflict transformation work best practice examples from 

conflict regions such as: Northern Ireland, Kosovo and Armenia. 
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 Presentation about YMCA peace work in general, in particular on YMCA 

Europe RfR and its impact orientation plan in relation to this specific session. 

 Do No Harm matrix as an action planning tool in conflict-prone and diversity-

sensitive situations;  

 Conflict Context Analysis with practical exercise on its application within the 

RfR Tandem Grant projects’ action planning;  

 Project Cycle Management with practical exercise on its application within the 

RfR Tandem Grant projects’ action planning;  

 Risk Assessment with practical exercise on its application within the RfR 

Tandem Grant projects’ action planning. 

 Personal reflections – ‘What Does Peace Mean to Me’;  

 

PWI Reunion - Budapest, Hungary 

Objectives: 

 

 To support participants to act as multipliers in the peace youth work, by 

providing a space to learn from each other practices from the projects 

implemented within PWI Tandem Grant projects; 

 To develop participants’ competences in peace culture education by 

equipping them with facilitator resources (e.g. PWI Handbook) in building local 

capacities for peace; 

 To develop participants’ competences in digital activism and campaigning for 

peace and tolerance by familiarizing them with best practices in the field (e.g. 

Council of Europe “No Hate Speech Movement”) and by development of the 

activities within YMCA Europe RfR communication and networking platforms.  

 To develop participants’ competences in impact orientation and assessment 

of conflict transformation work by enabling them to apply set of practical tools 

to plan, capture and communicate the outcome and impact of their own 

practice in the field. 

 To explore possibilities (particularly related to support of European Youth 

Foundation) and set the ground for the development and implementation of 

related future activities and projects of participants. 

 

Key Modules: 

 

 Sharing best practices and elaborating future cooperation plans. 

 Impact orientation and assessment communicating impact – RfR externally 

facilitated outcome evaluation planning workshop, including set-up of 

Assessment Team from PWI graduates. 
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3. Core Modules 

3.1. Do No Harm: A Conflict/Diversity Sensitive Approach 

3.1.1. Fundamental lessons of the 7 steps 

3.1.2. Notes on using the framework and its elements 

3.1.3. Implicit Ethical Messages and Resource Transfer 

3.1.4. Using the framework: Examination of the context 

3.1.5. Using the framework: Analysing the impacts of an assistance 

programme on conflict, or The Details Matter 

3.1.6. When is a divider a connector? 

3.1.7. Framework map 

3.2. Conflict Context Analysis  

3.3. Reflective Peace Practices 

 3.3.1. Conflict Analysis 

 3.3.2. Conflict Analysis 

 3.3.3. Assessing Programme Strategies: The reflective Peace Matrix 

3.3.4. Matrix exercise 

 3.3.5. Theories of Change and Effectiveness 

 3.3.6. Exercises: Exploring the theory of change 

 3.3.7. Criteria of Effectiveness 

 3.3.8. Criteria of Effectiveness Worksheet 

3.4. Change Assessment: Understanding and evaluating Individual change 

 3.4.1. Evaluating Change 

 3.4.2. Timelines 

 3.4.3. Digital Activism 

 3.4.4. The main theories of Change for Peace Building 
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3.1 Do No Harm Approach 

 

Introduction: 

 

This programme has been a leader in conflict sensitive tools and techniques since 

the mid-1990s. The aim of the programme is to develop practical methods for 

addressing the impacts of assistance on a conflict of context, and to help 

practitioners consider the unintended negative impacts of their well-intended work. 

The Programme's keystone tool, the Do No Harm Framework for Analysing the 

Impact of Aid on Conflict, is a leading methodology for conflict sensitivity. It has been 

widely incorporated by aid organisations working in the fields of development, 

humanitarian response, and peace-building. (Source: Peace & Collaborative 

Development Network)  

 

The general aim of the workshop is to introduce the participants to the basics of the 

Do No Harm concept and method (history / genesis, significance, basic terms and 

notions, the process, elements and factors) through analysis of a migration and/or 

Roma related case study by using the Do No Harm method and creating a workshop 

environment conducive to (future) discussing the Do No Harm method applicability / 

usefulness for their own activities in the light of other relevant conflict management 

related matters from the YMCA Europe perspective. 

The objectives of the workshop is that upon attending this module the participants 

will be able to: 

- List the key Do No Harm concept elements (history, matrix components and 

relevance, preferably as contrasted to other project analysis and planning 

methods); 

- Identify key conflict related factors in the case study and their own context / 

activities;  

- Come up with various options re. to the case study discussed, chose and 

explain the most feasible option(s) in their opinion;  

- Give feedback to their colleagues on chosen options for their projects. 

 

Fundamental lessons of th Do No Harm approach 

It is possible and useful to apply Do No Harm in conflict prone, active conflict nd post 

conflict situations. And, in doing so it promotes u to identify conflict exacerbrating 

impacts of assistance much sooner than is typical without the analysis. It heightens 

our awareness of intergroup relations in project sites and enables us to play a 

conscious role in helping people come together.  It can reveal the interconnections 

among programming decisions such as where to work, with whom, how to set the 

criteria for assistance recipients, who to hire locally and how to relate to local 

authorities as well as much more. Do No Harm approach can provide a common 
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reference point for consdiering the impacts of our assistance on conflict that brings  

new cohesiveness to staff interactions and to our work wih local counterparts.  

The most important single finding of the Do No Harm approach is that it can enable 

us to identify programming options when things are going badly. In projects where 

yhr negative impacts have appeare dto be inevitable and unavoidable, Do No Harm 

can provide a toold to find better ways and programming options to provide 

assistance to minimse these. 

 

3.1.1 A brief description of the Seven Steps  

 

The Seven Steps of Do No Harm is an Analytical Framework, but this framework is 

not prescriptive. It is a descriptive tool that identifies the categories of information 

that have been found through experience to be important for understanding how 

assistance affects conflict, organises these categories in a visual layout that 

highlights their actual and potential relationships and helps us predict the impacts of 

different programming decisions. 

Step 1: Understanding the Context of Conflict 

This step involves identifying which conflicts are dangerous in terms of their 

destructiveness or violence. Every society has groups with different interests or 

identities that contend with other groups; however, most of these differences do not 

erupt into violence and therefore, do not apply to the Do No Harm approach. Do No 

Harm is useful for understanding the impacts of programmes that assist on 

socio/political divisions that cause or have the potential to cause destruction or 

violence between groups.  

Step 2: Analysing Dividers and Tensions 

Once the important divisions in society have been identified, the next step is to 

analyse what divides the groups. Some dividers (or sources of tension) between 

groups may be deep-seated historical injustices (root causes) while others may be 

recent short lived or manipulated by sub group leaders (proximate causes). They can 

come from many sources including economic relations, geography, demography, 

politics or religion. Some can be completely internal to one society while others may 

be promoted by outside powers. Understanding what divides people is critical to 

understanding how programmes feed into these dividers or lessen them.  

Step 3: Analysing Connectors and Local Capacities for Peace 

This step is about recognising that although groups may be divided by conflict, how 

they can also be connected across sub-group lines. Do No Harm has found that in 

every society divided by conflict they remain connected by others. Connectors can 
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be things such as; markets, infrastructure, common experiences, historical events, 

symbols, shared attitudes, formal and informal associations. As well as these all 

societies have individuals and institutions whose task is to maintain intergroup 

peace. These can include; justice systems, police forces, elders groups, school 

teachers or clergy and other respected and trusted figures. In warfare, these “local 

capacities for peace” are not adequate to prevent violence. Yet, in conflict prone, 

active conflict and post conflict situations they continue to exist and offer one avenue 

for rebuilding non war relations. To assess the impacts of assistance programmes on 

conflict it is important to identify and understand connectors and local capacities for 

peace.  

Step 4: Analysing the Assistance Programme 

This step involves a thorough review of all aspects of the programme. Where and 

why is assistance offered, who are the staff both internal and external, how were 

they hired, who are the intended recipients of assistance, by what criteria are they 

included, what is provided, who decides, how is assistance delivered, warehoused 

and distributed? 

Step 5: Analysing the Assistance programme’s impact on Dividers and 

Connectors (using the concepts of Resources Transfers and Implicit Ethical 

Messages) 

We ask: who gains and who loses (or who does not gain) from our assistance? Do 

these groups overlap with the Divisions we identified as potentially or actually 

destructive? Are we supporting military activities or civilian structures? Are we 

missing or ignoring opportunities to reinforce connectors? Are we inadvertently 

undermining or weakening local capacities for peace? 

We ask: What resources are we bringing into the conflict? What impact are our 

resource transfers having? 

We ask: What messages are we giving through the way in which we work? What 

impact are we having through our implicit ethical messages? 

Each element of the programme should be reviewed for its actual and potential 

impacts on dividers/tensions and connectors/local capacities for peace. 

Step 6: Considering (and Generating) Programming Options 

If our analysis of the context of conflict, dividers and tensions, connectors and local 

capacities for peace and our assistance programme shows that our assistance 

exacerbates intergroup dividers then we must think about how to provide the same 

programme but in a way that eliminates its negative impacts (potentially conflict 

worsening). We may find that we have overlooked local peace capacities or 

connectors and we should redesign the programme not to miss the opportunity to 

support peace.  
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Step 7: Test Programming Options and Re-design Project 

Once selected a better programme option, it is crucial that we re-check the impacts 

of our new approach on the dividers and connectors. If need be, then may have to 

repeat steps 6 and 7. If no negative impact on conflict, connectors or dividers then 

can continue to deliver the programme. 

 

3.1.2. Notes on Using the Framework and its Elements 

 

The Do No Harm Framework emphasises the lessons learned by the Do No Harm 

Project.  

The Framework embodies three distinct ideas: 

 Identifying Relationships 

 Unpacking Context 

 Analysing Interactions 

1. Identifying Relationships 

The relationship of humanitarian and development assistance to conflict assistance, 

whether relief or development, always becomes a part of the context in which it is 

given; humanitarian and development assistance given in a context of conflict 

becomes a part of that context. 

Situations of conflict are characterised by two “realities”. There are those things that 

divide people from each other and serve as sources of tension. There are also 

always elements which connect people.  

Assistance interventions interact with these dividers/sources of tension and with 

these connectors or local capacities for peace. Components of an assistance 

project can exacerbate the dividers/tensions. Assistance can lessen the 

connectors. Assistance can likewise strengthen the connectors and serve to 

lessen the dividers/tensions.  

The fact that elements of humanitarian and development assistance interact with the 

context of conflict is an important thing to consider. This simple and powerful 

message forces us to take responsibility and to ask ourselves; “What can we do? 

What are out options? How can we prevent negative interactions and reinforce 

positive ones?” 
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2. Unpacking Context and the relationships 

The framework prompts us to analyse the situation. In order to so that we first need 

to know the facts. 

In the conflict situation, what are people doing? What are the things in which divide 

people or are sources of tensions between them? What are the things which connect 

them or potentially connect them? 

You say something is a divider. How do you know? How does it divide people? Why 

is it important? What do you actually know about it? 

You say something is a connector. How do you know? How does it connect people? 

Why is it important? What do you actually know about it? 

In order to assist you in your unpacking and to prompt you to think in depth, the 

framework includes a series of five categories. These categories were developed for 

three purposes; 

 They encourage brainstorming; if you consider these categories and what 

people are doing, you will not leave out something important.  

 They help you to organise information and, perhaps, to identify 

relationships. 

 They force disaggregation – if something fits in more than one category, you 

can unpack it. 

As well as unpacking the situation, you should unpack the assistance programme 

that is being delivered. It is never the whole assistance programme that is having an 

impact; it is a piece of it. It is one or several of the decisions that result in a negative, 

or positive, impact on the conflict.  

3. Analysing Interactions 

A. The Analytical Process 

The analysis of the programme in the context of conflict requires identifying the 

relationships between the individual decisions of a programme and the 

dividers/tensions and/or the connectors. What is the interaction? Where do they 

interact? How do these things interact? What are the mechanisms by which these 

things affect each other? 

An analytical process often does not serve up easy answers in a one-to-one 

correspondence. Often many elements are inter-related. Therefore, the framework 

helps you to; 

 Identify which are the most important 

 Identify the places in the process where you need more information 
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 Identify the places where you need to do more unpacking. 

 

B. Resource Transfers and Implicit Ethical Messages 

Assistance is a transfer of resources, both material and non-material. Remember 

that some of the “material” resources are in fact, immaterial, e.g. training. These are 

the direct mechanisms by which humanitarian and development assistance interact 

in a situation of conflict. 

In order to change the impact of an assistance programme, we must understand; 

 What is the impact? 

 How is the programme having the impact? 

 Which decisions led to that impact? 

 

C. Developing Alternative Programme Options 

Experience has shown that there are always alternative ways of doing what oour 

assistance is mandated to do. Knowing the patterns or mechanisms by which the 

various elements of our assistance programme interact with the elements that 

constitute the context of conflict, causing either a negative or a positive impact, we 

can identify alternative ways of how to do what we are mandated to do, avoiding 

negative impact.  

Developing alternative programming options involves three steps; 

 Generate as many options as possible – “quantity generates quality!” The 

more options you generate the more good options you will have. 

 Identify those options that can most likely be implemented. 

 Test the options to verify that they will not at the same time have another 

negative impact. 

 

3.1.3. Implicit Ethical Messages and Resource Transfer 

Resource Transfers  

Assistance is a vehicle for providing resources to people who need them. 

Assistance's most direct impacts on conflict are a result of the introduction of 

resources (food, health care, training, shelter, improved water systems, etc.) into 

conflicts. Assistance resources represent both wealth and power in situations where 
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these matter in intergroup struggle. What resources are provided, how they are 

distributed and to whom, and who decides about these matters all affect the 

economy of war (or peace) and intergroup competition or collaboration.  

Theft  

Very often assistance good are stolen by warriors to support the war effort either 

directly (a when food is stolen to feed fighters, or indirectly (as when food is stolen 

and sold in order to raise money to buy weapons).  

Market Effects  

Assistance affects prices, wages, and profits and can either reinforce the war 

economy (enriching activities and people that war-related) or the peace economy 

(reinforcing “normal” civilian production, consumption, and exchange).  

Distributional Effects  

When assistance is targeted to some groups and not to others, and these groups 

exactly (or even partially) overlap with the divisions represented in the conflict, 

assistance can reinforce and exacerbate conflict. Assistance can also reinforce 

connectors by crossing and linking groups by the way it is distributed.  

Substitution Effects  

Assistance can substitute for local resources that would have been used to meet 

civilian needs and, thus, free these up to be used in support of war. There is a 

political substitution effect that is equally important. This occurs when international; 

agencies assume responsibility for civilian survival to such an extent that this allows 

local leaders and warriors to define their roles solely on in terms of warfare and 

control through violence. As the assistance agencies take on support of non-war 

aspects of life, such leaders can increasingly abdicate responsibility for these 

activities.  

Legitimization Effects  

Assistance legitimizes some people and some actions and weakens or side-lines 

others. It can support either those people and/or actions that pursue war, or those 

that pursue and maintain non-war (peace).  

Implicit Ethical Messages  

Assistance also affects conflict environments through IMPLICIT ETHICAL 

MESSAGES. These are the impacts that assistance workers feel their own actions 

and attitudes have on conflict. They include the ways that assistance workers 

operate to reinforce the modes and moods of warfare or, alternatively, to establish 

non-conflictual relations, mutual respect and intergroup collaboration.  
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Arms and Power  

When international agencies hire armed guards to protect their goods from theft or 

their workers from harm, the implicit ethical message perceived by those in the 

context is that it is legitimate for arms to determine who gets access to food and 

medical supplies and that security and safety drive from weapons.  

 

Disrespect, Mistrust, Competition among Assistance Agencies  

When agencies refuse to cooperate with each other and even worse “bad mouth” 

each other, the message received by those in the area is that it is unnecessary to 

cooperate with anyone with whom one does not agree. Further, you don’t have to 

respect or work with people you don’t like.  

Assistance Workers and Impunity  

When assistance workers use the goods and support systems for their own 

pleasures and purposes the message is that if one has control over resources, it is 

permissible to use them for personal benefit without being accountable to anyone 

else.  

Different Value for Different Lives  

When agencies adopt differential policies for two groups of people (e.g. expatriate 

and local staff) or act in ways to suggest that some lives (and even some goods) are 

more valuable than other lives, they present a message similar to that in warfare.  

Powerlessness  

When field-based staff disclaims responsibility for the impacts of their assistance 

programmes, the message received is that individuals in complex circumstances 

cannot have much power and, thus, they do not have to take responsibility.  

Belligerence, Tension, Suspicion  

When assistance workers are nervous and worried for their own safety, they can 

approach situations with suspicions and belligerence and their interactions with 

people can reinforce the modes of warfare and heighten tension. The message 

received is that power is, indeed, the broker of human interactions and it is normal to 

approach everyone with suspicion and belligerence.  

Publicity  

When international agencies use publicity pictures that emphasize the 

gruesomeness of warfare and the victimization of parties, they can also reinforce the 

demonization of one side. The message is that there are victims and criminals in 

warfare, while in most wars individuals act both criminally and kindly and both sides 
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perpetrate atrocities and suffer victimization. Reinforcing the sense that there are 

“good” and “bad” sides in war can reinforce the motivations of people to push for 

victory and excuse their own behaviour. 

 

3.1.4.  Using the Framework: Examination of the Context 

 

Using the categories of Dividers and Connectors, think hard about the current 

situation (it is preferable to have a team which regularly discusses these issues).  

Regions where there are conflicts are dynamic.  It is important to update your 

understanding of the context regularly.  

Among the elements to consider are (a) historical issues and how they play out in 

the present; (b) external influences and how they affect the local context; and (c) 

which issues are broad in their impact, affecting a large number of people, and which 

are narrow, affecting a smaller number of people yet still important.  

 We have found that the issues that are most important to people in their 

relationships with each other do not stay constant.  Historical issues can 

continue to be factors into the present, but how they manifest themselves and 

how important they are changes over time.  We want to understand what 

issues are currently most important where our project is, if these issues are of 

recent origin or historical, and to explore the dynamic of shifting importance.  

Whether a particular issue is significant and what circumstances have brought 

it to the forefront or contributed to its recession can assist us in determining 

the impact the programme may have.  

 We have found that external influences often play a role in post-conflict 

communities.  People have many and varied contacts with other people 

throughout the region, as well as having a perspective on the larger 

international situation.  These contacts and perspectives can alter the local 

perception of local circumstances.  People act and react to local situations in 

ways that are shaped by and continue to shape the larger regional situation.  

External factors may or may not be as important to the situation as local 

factors, but they are among the elements to be considered.  

 We have found that there are issues that are important to broad segments of 

a community, while there are others that have much narrower impacts.    

Two questions will guide a discussion of Dividers and Connectors:  

1. What are the current threats to peace and stability here?  

2. What are the current supports of peace and stability here?  
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3.1.5.  Using the Framework: Analysing the Impacts of an 

Assistance Programme on Conflict; The Details Matter  

 

Any assistance programme, whether a humanitarian intervention or development 

project, an advocacy campaign or peace-building effort, embodies a series of 

decisions answering a fundamental set of questions. Why have we chosen this 

activity with these resources in this place with these people? How did we select 

these beneficiaries, these resources, and these staff? Who made these decisions 

and how?  

Every organization has a programme planning process that outlines how such 

decisions are to be made. However, these processes often leave the reasons behind 

the choices unspoken or implicit. Because each of these choices potentially has an 

impact on the conflict, it is necessary to make these decisions explicit and 

transparent.  

It is important to remember that it is never a whole project that is having a negative 

impact. A project may itself be doing the good it set out to do, while at the same time 

some piece of the decision-making is feeding into and exacerbating the conflict. In 

these cases, the programme does not need to be stopped, it needs to be adapted.  

The Do No Harm Framework captures the decision making process through seven 

basic questions. It is not enough, when analysing a programme, to ask these 

questions once. It is necessary to ask them again and again, until the whole 

structure of the programme has been made explicit and clear.  

The basic questions are:   

Why?  

 What are the needs that lead us to plan a programme in the first place?  

 What do we hope to stop or change through our intervention?  

 Why us? What is the value added that our organization brings to addressing 

this need in this place?  

Where?  

 Why did we choose this location? 

 What criteria did we use?  

o Why these villages and not those?  

o Why this province and not that one?  

o Why on this side of the front lines and not that one, or both?  

 Who did we leave out and why?  

 What are the other locations we have chosen that have an impact?  

o Why did we rent these buildings? From who?  
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o Why do we drive this route?  

o Why do we buy these resources here?  

When?  

 Why have we chosen this time to bring in our intervention? What is it about 

the current situation that makes now the right time for our intervention?   

o Is the situation post-conflict, pre-conflict, or is the conflict still “hot”?  

o Why us, now?  

 How long is our project going to last?  

o How will we know when our project is finished? What criteria?  

o What will have changed and how will we know?   

o Do we have an exit strategy?  

What?  

 The specific content of the resources can have an impact on the content.   

o Are we bringing in food, shelter, money, training, experts, vehicles, 

radios, tools, etc.?   

o Be specific: what kind of food? What kind of shelter?  

 What types of resources are appropriate to this circumstance?   

With Whom?  

 How did we choose the beneficiaries? What was the criteria for choosing 

some people over others? 

 Who did we leave out and why?  

 Who else benefits from our presence?  

o Landlords? Drivers? Stevedores? Farmers? Hotels?  

By Whom?  

 Who are our staff? Are they local or expatriate? How were they selected? 

What were the criteria for hiring these people and are these criteria different in 

different places?  

 Who do the criteria leave out and why?  

How?  

 What is the mechanism of the delivery of the assistance?   

o Food-for-work or cash? Is training through lectures by outsiders or through 

participatory methods?   

 How exactly do we do our work?  

 How exactly do we act?  

o Do expatriates drive to work in the morning while our local staff walk or 

take public transport? 
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3.1.6.  When Is A Divider A Connector?  

 

1. An international NGO has been intervening for some time in the area of The River 

where there have been ongoing conflicts or “tribal clashes” between several different 

groups with a rough division between agriculturalist and pastoralist lifestyles.  The 

pastoralist peoples herd cattle and other livestock and range widely through the area 

without great regard for the settlement of land.  The agriculturalist peoples raise 

cereals and vegetables, and some have also taken to rearing livestock in a small 

way.  The agricultural communities live in mono-ethnic clusters close to the river 

while the pastoralists live further in the hinterland.  The normal migration pattern for 

the pastoral population means moving towards the river during dry season and back 

to the hinterland during the rainy season.   

2. In keeping with the pastoralist mentality which does not readily accept ownership 

of land (land is seen as common property for grazing), the pastoralists often allow 

their cattle to graze on the crops of the agriculturalists.  This, clearly, has been a 

flashpoint.  In addition, various types of raiding are prevalent: inter-pastoralist raids 

for cattle, pastoralist against agriculturalist, and particularly pastoralist against 

members of the agriculturalist community who have recently taken to rearing cattle 

“against type”.  The area is drought-prone, and clashes between the two groups 

become more severe when water is scarce.  Curiously, however, in the workshop 

The River was identified as both a divider and a connector in this context.  How?  

3. The answer becomes clear with analysis.  It turns out that in times of plenty, but 

even on occasion when things are difficult, casual encounters on the banks of the 

river between members of different communities seeking water for their different 

needs have been a significant factor for cohesion in the area for a long time.  Such 

encounters give people the chance to exchange pleasantries, indulge in gossip or 

even petty trade.  Even during drought there is usually enough water in the river for 

everyone, so resource scarcity is not a significant flashpoint in this instance.  

4. However, access to water can be a significant source of tension.  Much of the river 

bank areas consist of small agricultural plots used by the various farming 

communities. Access to the river for livestock to drink, therefore, often involves 

pastoralists and their herds traversing land which the agriculturalists consider theirs 

(and to which they may at times even hold legal title).  Moreover, as might be 

expected, the cattle trample and graze on the crops as they pass, further enflaming 

resentments by the farmers.  

5. This example demonstrates two connected points: first, that whereas it may seem 

that “the river” represents both a connector and a divider, careful further analysis 

reveals that different aspects of the same larger phenomenon are individually a 

connector (meetings by the river) and a divider (access to the river).  Second, by 

using such analysis to carefully distinguish between the two aspects of “the river”—
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one positive and one negative—we open up the possibility that assistance agencies 

could more carefully orient their actions to reinforce the connector and diminish the 

source of division.  Programme options discussed included the idea that the agency 

might develop cattle troughs or water points near pastoral communities in the 

hinterland, at a distance from the agricultural plots, thus reducing livestock migrating 

to the river for water and correspondingly reducing conflict.  But though this would 

lessen the tension side of the river issue (avoiding cattle trampling and grazing 

crops) it would weaken the connector side (casual encounters at the river’s edge 

would lessen).  A better option from a Do No Harm perspective, therefore, was the 

suggestion to negotiate specific and agreed access corridors to the river that would 

be acceptable to both sides. 



3.1.7. Framework Map 
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Challenges 

The major challenge throughout the workshop was managing the planned content 

delivery in the overall time given. The challenge was to match the participants' need 

to discuss details of their own experience, rather than the case study, and give 

feedback to them.  

 

Recommendations 

The participants should be encouraged and supported to pursue the transfer of their 

knowledge and experiences to other relevant social actors in order to raise the 

general level of overall awareness of the implications of working in a way that brings 

about change in the communities with minimal harm along the way. Participants 

agree that the Do No Harm methodology provides a good entry point for such action. 

This process would greatly be facilitated by providing them with references to / inputs 

on / exposure to more local case studies / experiences of activities of organizations: 

both those witnessing of local initiatives in general bringing change in local contexts, 

as well as those Do No Harm-and other tools/methods-related.  

Furthermore, the participants should be further encouraged and supported to devise 

their own common ways of continued monitoring and recording their own work along 

the lines of Do No Harm. 
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3.2 Conflict Context Analysis 

 

The aim of this session is to introduce the participants to the Conflict Mapping 

Analysis tool applicable in their respective Tandem Grant Tool project proposal 

development in line with the Do No Harm approach.  

 

This enabled participants to: 

 list the key concepts related to the Conflict Mapping tool and its methods 

of utilization; 

 explain how Conflict Mapping relates to the Do No Harm approach;  

 recognize and present examples of conflicts in their own context by using 

this tool; 

 map the conflict(s) in their communities and explain which one(s), why and 

how they will address it/them by implementing the Tandem Grant Tool 

project. 

 

The participants were introduced to the “Conflict Mapping Analysis” tool through 

various sets of exercises, individual and group work modules and subsequently were 

equipped with the knowledge that enables to be familiar with the tool and how to use 

it, as well as its practical application in respective Tandem Grant Project planning 

and implementation process.  

 

The Do No Harm Matrix was used as a project cycle management tool, considering 

different stages of the cycle, including context analysis, result chain, risk 

assessment, etc. As a result, the participants internalised and practically 

experienced the application of Do No Harm as a relevant project cycle management 

tool, especially in conflict prone situations. They reached tangible results in putting 

together the concept of their tandem grant projects in unified matrix and mapping 

specific conflict issues. 

 

This module was especially significant as the projects will be implemented in 

sensitive settings and careful planning and consideration of all aspects is the key for 

successfully carrying out all envisaged plans. 
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3.3 Reflective Peace Practices 
 

The Reflecting on Peace Practice Project is an experience-based learning process 

that involves agencies whose programs attempt to prevent or mitigate violent 

conflict. Its purpose is to analyse experience at the individual program level across a 

broad range of agencies and contexts. Its goal is to improve the effectiveness of 

international peacebuilding efforts.  Reflective Peace Practice is about reflection and 

practice.   

The lessons comprise a set of tools and concepts that are most useful for 

conceptualisation and planning of peace interventions at all levels.  They help to 

answer the questions:  

 What should we work on?  Which of the issues or conflict factors is a priority?  

 Whom should we work with?  Which actors/stakeholders are most important?  

 Why should we work on that issue with those people? Is the rationale for our 

chosen approach solid?  

Reflective Peace Practice addresses these questions, which are all at the level of 

broad program design and concept.  Reflective Peace Practice does not attempt to 

provide individual skills for implementing such programs.  There are many training 

programs and institutes that do provide that training, but Reflective Peace Practice’s 

contribution is more at the level of what should we do and why, rather than how to 

implement such programs.    

 

3.3.1. CONFLICT ANALYSIS     

 

The Importance of Understanding the Situation    

Reflective peace practitioners assert strongly that analysis is needed in order to 

avoid costly mistakes, find the correct program focus (address the right issues and 

people), identify priorities and strategic points of intervention, and match agency 

skills and resources to the situation. The evidence is strong that the more 

practitioners know about the conflicts they are trying to address, the more likely they 

are to identify effective avenues for work, and the less likely they are to make 

mistakes.   

Elements of Good Conflict Analysis   

Reflective Peace Practice did not find agreement regarding any particular 

framework(s) for analysis, nor did Reflective Peace Practice find any clearly superior 
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methodology.  However, Reflective Peace Practice does identify several 

shortcomings of existing methods of analysis and was able to identify elements of 

analysis that, if not addressed, lessen the effectiveness of programming.    

“Traditional” models of conflict analysis focus on understanding the conflict context 

(history, economics, political movements, etc.), identifying the causes or root causes 

of the conflict, and categorising the various stakeholders/conflict actors and their 

interests. Most models lay out a series of questions to focus the analysis, some of 

them quite comprehensive and touching on almost all aspects of society.  Most of 

these conflict analysis methods are good as far as they go, but experience points to 

several shortcomings:   

 Too comprehensive. Many of the frameworks for analysis aim to be 

comprehensive, but do not help identify which factors are the most important 

ones.  As a result, they do not help practitioners identify priorities and focus 

on factors that are important to the conflict dynamic.  The lists of factors can 

be overwhelming!  

 Lists without dynamics. Conflict analysis tools tend to present a static 

snapshot, often in the form of a list of factors, without much sense of how the 

factors work together. The dynamics of conflict are missing.  

 No linkage to strategy.  Analysis processes and results remain disconnected 

from program strategies. Even good analysis processes do not enable people 

to identify what to do about the situation.  

 Biased and narrow?  Analyses tend to be performed by single agencies, in 

order to justify the agencies’ favourite approach or methodology (dialogues, 

trauma healing…) or sector (women, youth…), without much sense of 

whether these approaches are the most effective or the best use of scarce 

funding resources for peacebuilding.    

Where these limitations are transcended, we are finding that good analyses—that is, 

ones that help practitioners develop programs that do not “miss the mark”—ask 

certain questions:   

1. Of all the causes of the conflict, what are the key driving factors (both issues and 

people), and which are causes or effects of these factors? Key driving factors are 

factors without which the conflict would not exist or would be significantly different.  

2. What are the relationships and dynamics among factors?  How do the factors 

interact and affect each other?  How are actors and factors related? 

3. What needs to be stopped and who will resist it? Many programs are biased 

towards doing creating “positive peace” by building or reinforcing positive factors. 

The most effective programs also ask what factors (actors, issues, motives, 

resources, dynamics, attitudes, behaviours) maintain or reinforce the conflict system, 
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who would resist movement toward peace, and why. Conflict analysis must clarify 

how the war system or injustice system should be interrupted. Must the trade in arms 

be stopped?  Recruitment of young people? Exploitation of natural resources to 

support warring? Misuse of the media to target certain groups or distort facts? 

Funding from diaspora groups?    

4. Who are “key” actors?  Key actors are people or groups who have significant 

influence on the conflict dynamics, are able to decide or strongly influence decisions 

for or against peace, and/or are able to “spoil” or undermine peace.    

5. What are the international or regional dimensions of the conflict? Analysis and 

programming often focus on the immediate conflict area and fail to incorporate what 

needs to be stopped or supported in a broader area. Good analysis asks how the 

policies and actions of forces outside the immediate local context (village, province, 

nation) affect the conflict, how such factors might be addressed, and what kinds of 

local-international cooperation are needed to handle these external issues.   

6. How can local/community (“peace writ little”) and Peace Writ Large factors of 

conflict be related or linked?   

7. What has already been tried, with what result? Has the proposed programming 

approach been tried in this conflict before, and with what outcomes?   

 

3.3.2 Conflict Analysis Exercises   

Reflective Peace Practice has developed an approach to conflict analysis that builds 

on other models or systems for looking at conflict; by trying to keep the processes 

simple without losing the real complexity of the situation.     

The purpose of doing an analysis is to understand what the conflict is about, so we 

can figure out how to intervene to change the conflict dynamics, to promote change 

towards peace.  In this sense, conflict analysis is only a tool—it is not an end in itself.    

 

Step One: Three-box Analysis   

Conduct a brief conflict analysis regarding the situation you are working with.  The 

analysis can be performed at various levels (local district, province, nation, region…).  

The focus can also be on a particular issue (a sub-component of the larger conflict).     
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Forces for Peace 

P
e

a
c
e

 

Forces against 

Peace/for Conflict 
Key Actors 

What are the forces in the 

situation that exist now that 

can be built upon to promote 

movement towards peace?  

What currently connects 

people across conflict lines? 

How do people cooperate?  

Who exercises leadership for 

peace and how? (These are 

not things you want to exist or 

that you would like to see—

they must be true now.) 

What are factors 

are working against 

peace or for 

conflict?  What 

factors, issues or 

elements are 

causing conflict 

and/or dividing 

people, and how?  

Which individuals or groups in the 

situation are in a position to strongly 

influence the conflict—either positively 

or negatively? Who can decide 

for/against peace?  (Note: these are 

not necessarily people who may be 

program targets/participants, such as 

women, youth, or religious leaders.  

We may be interested in engaging 

with those groups, but they are not 

always “key” in the situation.) 

 

Step Two: Key Driving Factors of Conflict   

Among the factors identified against peace or for conflict, which ones are “key driving 

factors of conflict”?  These are factors, without which the conflict either would not 

exist or would be totally different.  Why are these factors more important than 

others?  Star them or underline them on the chart—or create a separate list. There 

should be no more than 5-6 such elements!!     

 

Step Three: Explore the Dynamics among Factors    

If we see conflicts as dynamic systems, we need to understand how the conflict 

factors interact with each other.  Explore how the factors might interact with each 

other in causal loops. Which factors reinforce other factors (i.e. make them 

increase)? Which factors balance or mitigate others? , The following simple example 

maps the relationship between police performance and community relations.  The 

“causal loop” diagram shows how the elements of police performance, crime, 

people’s actual physical security and sense of security, and citizen cooperation with 

police forces interact.     
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Police Performance & Security 

This cycle can work either positively (a “virtuous” cycle) or negatively (a “vicious” 

cycle).  Good police performance reduces crime, increases people’s sense of 

security and increases their willingness to cooperate with police.  Poor performance, 

on the other hand, results in increased crime levels, lowered sense of security, and 

decreased willingness to cooperate with the police.     

Quick Preliminary Exercise   

Before we work with the factors in the conflict you are analysing, try the following 

quick exercise.  Look at the factors listed in random order below—concerning the 

relationship between a mining company and a local community—and develop a 

simple causal loop diagram among the factors.  Where is the starting point?  What 

comes next? Does it eventually loop back around?   

 Ignorance of community needs/concerns  

 Community resentment against company 

 Company isolation   

 Attacks (physical/verbal) against the company  

 Harmful company policies and practices (such as unfair land acquisition and 

compensation practices)   

 Company personnel feel threatened/fear   
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Working with the Key Driving Factors   

Look back at the key driving factors of conflict you identified in Step Two.  How do 

those factors interact?  What would the causal loop diagram look like for your 

conflict?    

If you have time, you can divide into small groups (or even pairs). Each group should 

work with the key driving factors to see how they interact.  Develop a causal loop like 

the one above, which has a logical sequence of factors.     

Note:  If the impact or influence of one factor on another is not direct, identify the 

intervening factor that explains the relationship.  For example, in one systems 

analysis, the group identified “mobilization of ethnicity by politicians” and “political 

violence” as major factors.  They noted that mobilization of ethnicity led to increased 

violence, and as violence for political ends increased, ethnic mobilization became 

stronger.  However, the relationship was not direct, as they noted that violence 

increased geographical segregation by ethnicity, which made ethnic mobilization 

much easier.  They added the intervening factor of ethnic segregation to the causal 

loop. Finally, some factors may not fit easily—which can be a matter for discussion 

later.    

The resulting chart/diagram—or even the simple list of factors against peace/for 

conflict— can be used in discussing the relevance of the program goals: is the 

program addressing the key driving factors of conflict?  How?     

 

Step Four: Identifying Points of Intervention   

Now identify the best place(s) to intervene in the system, in terms of producing the 

largest possible impacts on Peace Writ Large, given your resources and expertise. 

Once we understand the dynamics of the system, we can figure out how to use our 

limited resources to have as big an effect as possible.  Because changes in one part 

of a system lead to changes in others, particular approaches or interventions will 

cause small change in one part of the system to make changes in other elements. 

This is the concept of leverage.  The higher the leverage, the less likely the system 

will resist change, the more likely the solution will work and be sustained, and the 

lower the cost.   

There are no quick and easy formulas for finding leverage points. Because of the 

complex ways in which the parts of a system are connected, leverage points are 

often not intuitive; indeed, they are often counterintuitive.  However, general 

guidelines can be explored in particular situations.  Successful interventions often 

involve breaking a link between factors – either by changing the key assumptions 

and attitudes that underlie the links, by working on the parties’ behaviour directly, or 

by changing the factors themselves, including the structural elements and rules that 

shape how the parties behave.   
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Then answer three questions will help focus programming on those elements that 

will make the biggest difference:   

 What factors are driving the evolution of the system?  Which factors, if they 

were changed, would lead to a significant change in the system?  

 Where are there “weak” links? Where are there opportunities to break links 

between factors, so that x does not need to lead to y?  

 Given who we are (our resources, structures, access, etc.), which of these are 

we most likely to be able to influence?  

 

3.3.3 ASSESSING PROGRAM STRATEGIES: THE Reflective Peace Practice 

MATRIX    

 

Assessing contribution to “Peace Writ Large” is difficult, as most peacebuilding 

programs are discrete efforts aimed at affecting one (often small) piece of the puzzle, 

and no one project can do everything.  Outcomes are also difficult to assess.  As one 

practitioner noted, “Peace requires that many people work at many levels in different 

ways, and, with all this work, you cannot tell who is responsible for what.”  Moreover, 

when the goal of “just and sustainable peace” is so grand, and progress toward it is 

immeasurable in its multitude of small steps, then anything can qualify as peace 

practice. In the face of this complexity, practitioners often say, “I have to assume 

that, over time, all of our different activities will add up.” This does not automatically 

happen or “add up” to peace. 

 

The Reflective Peace Practice Matrix: A Tool for Comparing Strategies for 

Affecting “Peace Writ Large”   

The Reflective Peace Practice Matrix is a four-cell matrix (see Figure 1) that permits 

analysis of program strategies in several dimensions, by looking at the different 

approaches of peace work, who is being engaged and what type of change is being 

sought.   

 

Whom to Engage   

As shown in the table below, Reflective Peace Practice found that all activities are 

based essentially on one of two approaches related to who needs to be engaged for 

peace.   
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MORE PEOPLE APPROACHES  

Aim to engage increasing numbers of 

people in actions to promote peace.  

Practitioners who take this approach 

believe that peace can be built if many 

people become active in the process, 

i.e., if “the people” are broadly involved.  

This may involve mobilization of larger 

constituencies or expanding the numbers 

of people committed to peace.  

 

KEY PEOPLE APPROACHES  

Focus on involving particular people, or 

groups of people, critical to the 

continuation or resolution of conflict, due 

to their power and influence.  “Key 

people” strategies assume that, without 

the involvement of these 

individuals/groups, progress cannot be 

made toward resolving the conflict.  Who 

is “key” depends on the context: they 

may be political leaders, warlords, or 

others necessary to a peace agreement.  

They may be people with broad 

constituencies.  Or they may be key 

because they are involved in war making 

(e.g., unemployed young men).  

 

Types of Change:   

As shown in the table below, Reflective Peace Practice also found that all programs 

work for two basic kinds of change:  the Individual/Personal change and/or Socio-

Political change.  

Individual/Personal Change  

Programs that work at the individual/personal level seek to change the attitudes, 

values, skills, perceptions or circumstances of individuals, based on the underlying 

assumption that peace is possible only if the hearts, minds and behaviour of 

individuals are changed.  Most dialogue and training programs operate at this level, 

working with groups of individuals to affect their skills, attitudes, perceptions, ideas 

and relationships with other individuals.     

Socio-Political Change  

Programs that concentrate at the socio-political level are based on the belief that 

peace requires changes in socio-political structures and processes, often supporting 

the creation or reform of institutions that address grievances that fuel conflict, or 

promoting non-violent modes for handling conflict.  Change at this level includes 

alterations in government policies, legislation, policies, economic structures, 

ceasefire agreements, constitutions, etc.  But it also incorporates changes in social 

norms, group behaviour, and inter-group relationships. 

We now have two “columns” showing the two basic programming approaches in 

terms of who to engage and two “rows” showing the two levels of change promoted.  
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When these rows and columns are combined, we produce a four-cell matrix as 

shown in Figure 1 below.  

 
MORE PEOPLE 

STRATEGIES 

KEY PEOPLE 

STRATEGIES 

INDIVIDUAL/PERSONAL 

CHANGE 
Trauma healing Leadership dialogue 

SOCIO-POLITICAL 

CHANGE 

Mobilization of citizens’ 

groups 

Negotiation of a peace 

agreement  

 

Figure 1:  The Reflective Peace Practice Matrix   

We found that all of the activities included in the range of Reflective Peace Practice 

case studies and consultations could be located on this four-cell matrix.  Some 

programs engage in activities in more than one cell, or work in the boundaries 

between cells.  Many programs start in one quadrant, but eventually move to or have 

impacts in others.  However, many effective programs operate within only one cell.   

Reflective Peace Practice FINDINGS BASED ON THE MATRIX   

Reflective Peace Practice has been working with the Matrix in the field in many 

places in the world to help program designers and implementers to examine their 

program strategies, there have been derived several key learnings regarding 

program effectiveness.    

Does it all “add up?”  The importance of linkages   

Reflective Peace Practice found that work that stays within any one quadrant of the 

matrix is not enough to build momentum for significant change.  Any individual 

program aiming to contribute to peace will have more impact if its effects transfer to 

other quadrants of the matrix.   

Individual/Personal > Socio-Political   

First, Reflective Peace Practice found that programming that focuses on change at 

the Individual/Personal level, that never links or translates into action at the Socio-

Political level has no discernible effect on peace.  Peacebuilding efforts that focus on 

building relationships and trust across conflict lines, increasing tolerance, and 

increasing hope that peace is possible, often produce dramatic transformations in 

attitudes, perceptions and trust.  But evidence shows that impacts for the broader 

peace are more significant if these personal transformations are translated into 

actions at the Socio-Political level.     
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What does moving from the Individual/Personal to the Socio-Political look like?  It 

involves moving, for example, from changes in attitudes, beliefs, perceptions and 

inter-personal or small group relationships to social action, activities in the public 

domain, or efforts to affect something that is collective (whether institutions, public 

opinion, etc.). When participants in programs adopt new attitudes, form relationships, 

develop joint activities, undertake trade, do business with each other, form an NGO 

together, etc., they are operating at the Individual / Personal level.  But as individual 

or small group attitudes, relationships or behavioural change expand and become 

community or group attitudes, relationships, behaviours or social norms, they reach 

the Socio-Political level.  This could include changes in public opinion, mobilization of 

large groups to advocate for change in relation to key drivers of conflict, changes in 

inter-group relations, etc.   

Does work at the Socio-Political level likewise need to link with the 

Individual/Personal level?  Evidence suggests that sometimes, but not always, work 

is necessary at the Individual/Personal level to ensure that Socio-Political changes 

are sustained and internalized in the behaviour of individuals.   

Example: Effective Individual/Personal—Socio-Political Linkage  

In Cyprus, international agencies conducted intensive conflict resolution training for 

local activists from both sides of the conflict.  These participants formed a permanent 

working group of trainers and initiated a series of peacebuilding projects aimed at 

recruiting more participants into bi-communal activities.  This spread into a wide-

ranging bi-communal movement on the island.  In response to a serious incidence of 

violence that threatened to escalate the conflict, the United Nations planned to 

cancel a planned bi-communal fair.  The group pressed the United Nations not to 

cancel the event and publicized the event.  Four thousand people showed up, and it 

became a public demonstration of support for the faltering peace process.  

Example: Insufficient Linkage between Individual/Personal and Socio-Political  

A program convened dialogue sessions amongst actors representing every sector of 

society (and across conflicting groups) to analyze the conflict and develop policy 

recommendations to deal with the causes. The program led to very significant effects 

on participants’ relationships, attitudes and communication. These effects had not 

yet, however, been extended to the community at large, through community-owned 

dispute resolution mechanisms and new initiatives by the community on peace and 

conflict resolution. A new phase of the program was needed to help make these 

linkages and advocate for government adoption of the policy recommendations.  

 

More people < > Key people   

Reflective Peace Practice has also found that at the Socio-Political level approaches 

that concentrate on More People but do nothing to link to or affect Key People, as 

well as strategies that focus on Key People but do not include or affect More People, 
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do not “add up” to effective peace work.  Activities to engage More People must link, 

strategically, to activities to engage Key People, and Key People activities must link 

strategically to activities to engage More People, if they are to be effective in moving 

toward Peace Writ Large.              

Example: Effectiveness Undermined by Lack of Linkage between Key/More 

People An agency organized a high-level dialogue in the Caucasus among people 

on the negotiating teams and in influential policy positions in government, academia 

and business.  This resulted in improved communication and relationships in the 

negotiations and the implementation of some ideas to de-escalate the conflict and 

facilitate refugee return.  However, after several years, while some convergence had 

been achieved in the dialogue on political resolution, participants claimed they were 

blocked by public opinion (and a regional power).  They urged the program to shift 

the focus of its work with media to affect More People.  

Example: Effective Linkage between Key and More People Strategies  

The Citizens’ Constitutional Forum in Fiji developed and advocated broad-based 

recommendations for constitutional reform to address entrenched inequalities 

between ethnic groups in the country.  Many of their ideas were taken up by the 

government.  Realizing that the reforms needed public acceptance to be durable, 

they linked with other activists to conduct a public education campaign around the 

country to publicize the new constitutional provisions through a series of workshops, 

campaigns, and sales of T-shirts and posters. The work focused on Key People but 

provided a link back to More People.  

 

The arrows in Figure 2, below, reflect the findings about the importance of 

transferring impacts among the quadrants.  Wherever an organization’s particular 

project is located on this Matrix (in terms of work targets and levels), it needs to plan 

mechanisms for transferring project effects or extending efforts into other quadrants.  

Who else needs to be affected, at what level, in order to produce significant change?  
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 More People Key People 

Individual / 

Personal 

Level 

  

Socio-

Political 

Level 

  

 

Figure 2: Creating Linkages among Quadrants   

These insights do not suggest that a single agency must necessarily conduct 

programs in all quadrants of the Matrix simultaneously.  An agency’s program may 

evolve, over time, to move from one quadrant to another.  Most programs do not and 

cannot do everything at once.  In many cases, programs can remain in one cell and 

develop opportunities for cooperation and/or coordination of efforts with other 

agencies working in different areas in order to magnify impacts.  How these 

connections are best made will, of course, vary from context to context.    

 

Which People?  Key people, governments and the “hard to reach”   

Reflective Peace Practice found that most peace agencies work with people who are 

comparatively easy to reach – such as children, women, schools, churches, and 

health workers – because they are, in some way, deemed non-political or because 

they are often ready to collaborate.  As a beginning point, this makes sense, 

because initiating peace activities in a tense conflict arena is difficult.   

Yet Reflective Peace Practice found that few agencies move beyond these groups to 

forces that are perpetuating or benefiting from the conflict, or who oppose peace 

efforts – militia fighters, economic elites, governments and diasporas outside the 

conflict zone.  In addition, in many cases, NGOs emphasize working with civil 

society, so that few peace agencies make direct connections to official governmental 

actors and functions. These groups are the “hard to reach.”   

Reflective Peace Practice’s experience affirmed the importance of working with 

these “hard to reach” people and groups – especially government and other 
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combatants– because involving them (or dealing with them in a way that ensures 

that their actions do not undermine peace) is often critical to securing peace and to 

building or maintaining the systems that sustain it.    

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE:  EX-COMBATANT YOUTH PROGRAM   

This section illustrates application of the Matrix to a specific case example, as a 

preliminary step to engaging training participants in application to their own situation 

or program.  The example concerns a program aimed at reintegration of ex-

combatant youth into a traditional rural community.   

In this situation, the ex-combatant youth are considered “key people” because they 

represent a threat to security, as most of them are unemployed, are viewed with 

suspicion and even fear by many members of the community, and are considered to 

still hold weapons and to maintain connections to their old command structures.    

The overall program goal is indicated at the top of the table below.  The columns of 

the table show a series of activities in the left column and associated changes in the 

right column.  Note: the table indicates “proposed/completed” activities and 

“actual/expected” changes, as the tool can be used either to plan or to examine 

programmes underway or completed.  
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PROGRAMME GOAL:  Contribute to community security by improving the 

reintegration of ex-combatant youth.   

 Proposed/Completed Program 

Activities 

Actual/Expected Changes, due to 

Activities 

1 Conduct outreach and “listening” 

efforts to ex-combatant youths and 

others, find out what young people are 

concerned about.   

Obtain agreement to participate, 

achieve initial engagement.   

2 Joint skills training: communications 

skills, community problem analysis, 

leadership skills.  

Heightened awareness of multiple 

perspectives, greater understanding of 

problems facing the community, better 

participant relationships.  

3 Organisation of youth groups: engage 

training workshop participants in youth 

action groups focused on addressing 

community issues, as well as 

enjoyable activities (sports, drama…).  

Specific and ongoing mechanism for 

bringing youth attention to issues 

people hold in common in the 

community.  

4a Outreach to elders, women leaders, 

etc.: Invite community leaders to 

participate with youth in community 

problem solving.  

Concrete evidence that leaders are 

concerned about young people and 

willing to devote time/energy to 

thinking with them about issues.  

4b Problem-solving session: Facilitated 

meetings to identify problems, engage 

in joint analysis and development of 

possible solutions/actions.  

Joint ownership of an action plan for 

addressing specific community 

problems, with primary responsibility 

resting on youth for action.  Youth 

deepen their sense of responsibility 

to/for the community.  

5 Project Implementation:  Youth action 

groups undertake projects to 

implement solutions/actions developed 

in the problem solving sessions.   

Concrete improvements in community 

life as a result of projects.  Ex-

combatant youth fully engaged and 

better integrated into the community. 

Possibly, some youth will gain skills 

that will help employment prospects.  
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Figure 3 illustrates how this project might be charted on the Matrix.  In the diagram 

below, the items in boxes are activities, and the resulting changes are in circles.  The 

overall goal is also indicated.   

Key of diagram: 

 

 

 

 More People Key People 

Individual 

/ Personal 

Level 

  

Socio-

Political 

Level 
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Figure 3: Youth Program Charted on the Matrix   

Questions:   

1. Do you think that the activities outlined above would actually lead to the goal?  

Is anything missing? Why and how?  What assumptions is the program 

making about how the activities and changes they are designed to produce 

will lead to the goal?  Are they good?  

2. What linkages is the program making? What linkages are just “hopes?” How 

can those be strengthened?  

3. What kinds of obstacles might the project encounter?  Who/what might get in 

the way?    
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3.3.4. Matrix Exercise: Mapping Programs onto the Reflective Peace 

Practice Matrix   

The purpose of mapping programs onto the Reflective Peace Practice Matrix is to 

explore their strategies and to see if there are ways to enhance their effectiveness in 

promoting Peace Writ Large.    

A Matrix mapping exercise can be applied to either an existing program or one that is 

in the planning stages.     

Before attempting to chart the program onto the Matrix, it is helpful to list the various 

program activities (proposed or completed) and the changes that have happened or 

might be expected from those activities.  If you do this first, it becomes relatively 

easy to map the activities and changes onto the Matrix.   

 

Step One: Preliminary Identification of Activities and Changes   

 

PROGRAM GOAL:   

 Proposed/Completed Program 

Activities 

Actual/Expected Changes, due to 

Activities 

1   

2   

3   

4   

5   

6   

 

Step Two: Mapping onto the Matrix  

1. First locate the program goal on the Matrix.  Is the goal at the 

Individual/Personal or Socio-Political level of change?  More People or 

Key People?  

2. Take the first activity and the associated change:  where do you find 

the activity on the Matrix?  Where is the resulting change?   

3. Continue to map activities and changes until you come to the end of 

the current program steps (in the case of an existing program) or the 

proposed steps (in the case of a prospective program in planning).    
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4. Do the activities/changes add up to the desired change (goal)?  Are 

there any gaps?    

5. Are there useful linkages that can be made in your program from the 

Individual/Personal to the Socio-Political levels?  From More People to 

Key People?  Alternatively, are there other organizations/programs with 

which you can link at other levels?     

Reflections    

1. What insights have you gained regarding your own program?    

2. What challenges are raised?    

3. Are there additional linkages you might consider—either within your own 

program or with other efforts?   

4. Going forward, what do you want to think about more? What changes might 

be needed to make your program more effective?    

 

 

3.3.5. Theories of Change & Effectiveness     

 

It is impossible to define “peace” in way that all can agree.  Reflective Peace 

Practice found, however, that there is broad agreement regarding the two big goals 

of peace work: stopping violence and destructive conflict (achieving “negative 

peace”) and building a just and sustainable peace (“positive peace”). These are lofty 

and ambitious goals—and very broad.  If peace practitioners are working toward 

such grand and bold goals, how can they know whether their programmes will be 

significant?   

Inherent in practitioners’ decisions about what to do in a particular situation are 

assumptions about how to bring about peace and theories about how to bring about 

change. These underlying assumptions are often implicit, and rarely discussed. 

Effective programmes clarify these Theories of Change and continually test them 

against the realities of the conflict.    

What are Theories of Change?   

Peace practitioners select program goals, methods, approaches and activities based 

on underlying “theories” of how peace can be achieved in a specific context. Such 

theories can take the simple format:    

“We believe that by doing X (action) successfully, we will produce Y 

(movement towards peace).”    

In many (perhaps most) cases these theories are not necessarily conscious or 

stated. Rather, they are embedded in the skills and approach that peacebuilding 
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practitioners and policy makers have learned, the capacities and “technologies” of 

their organisations, attachments to favourite methodologies, and the perspectives 

various decision makers bring to the peacebuilding process.  Ideas about what will 

contribute to peace may also be dictated by international political dynamics and 

policies. Some theories focus on who needs to change: which individuals and groups 

in society or which relationships need to change. Other theories concentrate on what 

needs to change: an institution, a policy, a social norm. Still other theories are tied 

directly to a particular methodology or approach by which the change can or should 

happen.    

Theories of Change operate at two levels. One type of Theory of Change describes 

how achieving the program goals will contribute to Peace Writ Large. In other words, 

what does the program assume about what is needed to address the driving factors 

of conflict and achieve Peace Writ Large, and if it were successful, how would it 

contribute to Peace Writ Large?    

Reflective Peace Practice has found that people also operate according to 

“programmatic” Theories of Change or program theories. These are theories about 

how our main activities or series of activities will add up to the goal/objective we 

have set. What changes will result from each activity, and what needs to happen in 

order for the efforts to result in the goals we have set?     

Theories of Change and Peacebuilding Effectiveness   

Programmes are often less effective than they could be, because their Theories of 

Change and program theories are implicit (unspoken/unexpressed or not open), 

incomplete or not well-thought out, untested and at times inappropriate for the 

conflict in which they are working. Reflective Peace Practice suggests that two 

elements of a good Theory of Change are often missing, as explained below. 

Robust peacebuilding goals and Theories of Change     

Planners or program implementers commit two kinds of “framing errors” in relation to 

peacebuilding programs.     

The first error we might call “void for vagueness.” Goals are framed in vague, 

amorphous and largely unattainable ways. For example the program might aim: “to 

achieve community harmony and security,” “to strengthen democratic processes,” or 

“to promote coexistence and tolerance.”  These are not measurable; how would we 

ever know that we were making progress or actually achieving the goal?    

The second error we might call “activities are not a goal” or “process is not our most 

important product!”  Under this error, goals are framed as activities or processes, 

rather than as changes the program would like to see in the situation.  For example 

the program might seek: “to encourage the formation of farmers’ associations,” “to 

bring youth together,” or “to conduct a national debate on peacebuilding challenges.”  
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What desired changes would result from the farmers’ association, youth encounters 

or a national debate?     

Reflective Peace Practice has found that effective programs formulate peacebuilding 

goals as statements of desired changes in the socio-political realm (even if the 

activities are not at that level). Programs that formulate goals in this way are more 

likely to connect their activities to the desired changes, make effective linkages 

between individual/personal and socio-political level change and connect their 

programs to the conflict analysis.   

These programs consider three questions in developing their goals:  

1. Are our goals a statement of change at the socio-political level? This is 

effectively a statement of the way in which the program—by necessity 

affecting only one piece of the conflict puzzle—will contribute to Peace Writ 

Large.  

2. If we achieve our program goals, how will this contribute to Peace Writ Large? 

What is our Theory of Change?  

3. Are these the right goals for this context, that is, is our Theory of Change 

appropriate? Will achieving our goals address important drivers of conflict and 

how?    

Explicit and well-developed connections between activities, goals and Peace 

Writ Large   

The experience gathered by Reflective Peace Practice reveals that many programs 

are less effective than they could be, because they make untested, and ultimately 

unrealistic, assumptions about how their activities will lead to changes in Peace Writ 

Large.  This is a problem regarding their Theory of Change!     

For example, some practitioners working with political leaders assume that if they 

change the individual perceptions of key leaders (at the Individual/Personal level), 

those leaders will then initiate changes in policies at the Socio-Political level.  

Reflective Peace Practice has found that this assumption is not borne out in many 

cases. Programs that explicitly identify and examine their program theories and 

Theories of Change are more likely to have effects on Peace Writ Large.  They need 

to be clear about what will happen as a result of the activities they undertake, and 

how that will lead to the goals and their desired impact on peace.    

Effective peacebuilding strategies consider the links between conflict analysis and 

Peace Writ Large, program goals, and program activities and have an explicit Theory 

of Change and program theory/theories.  Therefore, we can state that effective 

peacebuilding programs:    
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 Identify driving forces of conflict and key actors and a vision for Peace Writ 

Large that addresses them.  

 Articulate program goals that reflect change at the Socio-Political level, either 

institutional change or collective attitude, behavioural or relational change, 

and ask whether their theory of how the goals will contribute to Peace Writ 

Large is appropriate in the particular conflict context.  

 Define a series of activities and ask, at each stage, what difference these 

activities will make, and how the changes from these activities will result in the 

Socio-Political goal.  Often activities begin at the Individual-Personal level, but 

good programs have an articulated strategy and tested assumptions about 

how they will move from the Individual/Personal level to the Socio-Political, 

and how they will link More and Key People strategies.   

Illustrative example   

Following is an example of how Theories of Change and program theories have 

been identified and tested.    

Multi-ethnic reconstruction and economic projects in the Balkans  

CDA performed an extensive study regarding the reasons for the recurrence of inter-

ethnic violence in Kosovo in the spring of 2004, and the relationship of that violence 

to policies and programs undertaken by the international community. Among other 

things, the study identified the Theories of Change underlying the various 

approaches to improving ethnic relations.  As is often the case, these underlying 

theories were strongly influenced by the policies and (unspoken) assumptions of the 

international community. The multiple aid and development programs were directly 

linked to the implementation of international standards and widely held-beliefs 

regarding refugee returns, inter-ethnic relations, and a future multi-ethnic state.  One 

significant programming approach was to provide rewards and incentives, mainly 

economic, for cross-ethnic contact and activities—through joint projects such as joint 

agricultural cooperatives, cross-ethnic business linkages, internet cafés serving 

multi-ethnic youth, multi-ethnic NGOs and businesses, reconstruction and 

development projects, among others.   

The study identified the following Theories of Change for these programs:    

Theory 1: If we develop activities that provide economic benefits to both ethnic 

communities (economic interdependence), people will have self-interested incentives 

to resist efforts to incite violence against each other.   

Theory 2: If we provide opportunities for people to work together on practical issues 

across ethnic lines, it will help break down mistrust and negative stereotypes, as well 

as develop habits of cooperation.   
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Theory 3: If people have jobs and economic stability, they will be less hostile to the 

other ethnic group.  

The study found that the failure of peacebuilding programming to achieve desired 

impacts was due in part to faulty Theories of Change, and in part to problems in 

program design and implementation. Several assumptions about how these 

programs would contribute to Peace Writ Large proved to be wrong, for example:   

  While both Kosovo Albanians and Kosovo Serbs mentioned the economy as 

the biggest problem facing them, they referred to past and present oppression 

and injustice as drivers of continuing hostility. For Kosovo Albanians the poor 

economy fuelled hostility mainly because they perceived it as the result of 

Serbian blocking of recognition of their independence.  In other words, the 

delay in resolution of the status question and Serbian actions to block 

independence were driving factors of conflict.  

 “Spill over” effects from joint decision making and cooperation on 

reconstruction projects to other domains of relationship and to broader inter-

group trust did not occur. This was in part due to an inappropriate Theory of 

Change for this context. Many people viewed the assistance offered for multi-

ethnic projects not as “carrots,” but as a form of coercion that generated 

resentment and led beneficiaries to circumvent the spirit of multi-ethnicity, by 

dividing the resources provided, or by being multi-ethnic in form only. Where 

there was genuine interaction and cooperation, the context limited the “spill 

over” that programs hoped would happen. Implicit “rules of the game” made 

business interaction socially “permissible” but sanctioned people who 

developed relationships in other domains.    

 In part, program theories were insufficient, as agencies believed the trust, 

attitudes and interests developed in the programs would change relationships 

and behaviour outside the project boundaries.  Social pressure to conform, 

continued resentment about past and present injustices and political 

manipulation all obstructed this, and programs did not do sufficient follow-up 

to these interactions, provide enough resources for the “soft” aspects (such as 

dialogue) of their programming or pay sufficient attention to the effects of 

intra-group dynamics to deal with these effectively.  

 The theory that greater interaction, cooperation and relationships would lead 

to a reduction in violence proved to be inadequate. While many people who 

participated in these programs, and others who had relationships with people 

from the other ethnic group, did not participate in the violence, and at times 

took risks to protect their friends, these relationships did not lead to changes 

in collective behaviour. In other words, the places considered to have the 

“best” inter-ethnic relations suffered the greatest violence, as local residents 
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did not take precautionary or protective measures, as they assumed that their 

community would not erupt in violence.     

3.3.6. Exercises:  Exploring the Theory of Change & the Reflective Peace 

Practice Matrix Plus   

A. Formulating a Robust Peacebuilding Goal  

1.  Using the chart developed in the previous section on Mapping on the Matrix, first 

locate the program goal on the Matrix.  Is the goal at the Individual/Personal or 

Socio-Political level of change?  More People or Key People?    

2. If the goal is expressed in very broad and vague terms as an element of our 

vision for peace (peace, reconciliation, peaceful coexistence, security, etc.), try to 

articulate the goal in more specific terms as a desired change at the socio-

political level.    

Initial goal: “We will achieve peaceful coexistence among the three ethnic 

groups in the district.”   

Reformulated goal:  “Leaders of the three ethnic groups in the district 

regularly consult each other to solve mutual problems and intervene together 

to prevent violence.”   

3. If the goal is expressed as an activity (such as training, a dialogue…) or a 

process (such as “people will participate in decision making…”) try to articulate 

the goal in more specific terms as a desired change at the socio-political level.  

Initial goal: “Women are empowered to participate in the political process 

in their communities.”  

Reformulated goal:  “Women and women’s groups are raising with local 

authorities issues of concern to them, resulting in changes in government policies 

and/or actions.”    

4. Now, locate your reformulated goal on the Matrix. It should be in the Socio-

Political realm, either More People or Key People.    

B. Identifying the Theory of Change of a Program    

1. In this conflict context, what are some desired aspects of Peace Writ Large: what 

is the vision for peace?  Try to be as specific as possible.  For instance, not just 

“reconciliation” or “harmony,” but what do these look like in concrete terms.  

“People have put the past behind them and are able to live together.”  “Conflicts 

that arise are settled without resort to violence.”  Take about ten minutes to 

develop some understanding of what Peace Writ Large would like in this setting.  

Put this vision on the Matrix Plus (Vision: A Desired Future).   
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2. Given our understanding of the program goal and the kind(s) of change it is trying 

to achieve:  

a. How would achievement of that goal contribute to Peace Writ Large as we 

have outlined it?  

b. Would achievement of the goal address driving factors of conflict, and, if 

so, how?   

For instance, in the example of the ex-combatant youth program in the previous 

section, if the goal is “to improve community security by reintegrating combatant 

youth,” how would this contribute to our vision for peace, and how would it address 

driving factors of conflict?    

3. Write out the Theory of Change for the program you are focusing on.  The “how” 

in the previous question leads to the Theory of Change?  Make this into a 

statement, with the general format: “If we achieve X (goal), it will contribute to 

Peace Writ Large, by doing Y, because….”  For example:    

Reintegration of youth into the community will decrease violence by reducing the 

influence of armed groups and their ability to recruit youth.  It will also increase trust 

and cooperation within the community by forging bridges across group lines among 

youth and bringing community members together in a common cause—which, in 

turn, will prompt communities to resist violence.   

4. Discuss the Theory of Change as stated in #3.  Is it valid in the circumstances?  If 

the goal is achieved, is it likely to make the contribution desired?  Is it realistic?  

What does it depend on—who else needs to do what in order to reach the Peace 

Writ Large aims?  Would another goal and theory be more appropriate or 

practical?    

C. Exploring Program Theories   

Use the table below to explore the program theories built into the various activities at 

the phases of the program.  The first two columns are the same as the chart 

developed under the Reflective Peace Practice Matrix section—so if you have 

already done that, you can simply add another column and fill it in.    

At this level, we are seeking to understand the rationale and assumptions behind the 

choices of activities of a program and the way they are implemented. Why did we 

decide to work with group X rather than group Y—what was the rationale behind the 

choice? Why was a training program necessary at this stage—as opposed to 

another activity?  Why was it important to bring in community leaders at this stage?   

Most importantly, why and how will the activities we have chosen bring about the 

changes we desire? Under what circumstances will these changes not happen?   
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 PROGRAM GOAL:     

 Proposed/Completed 

Activity 

Actual/Expected 

Changes due to activity  

Program Theory: Why 

this choice? How will 

the changes happen?  

1    

2    

3    

4    

5    

6    

7    

 

Questions for Reflection:    

1. In your estimation, are the program theories valid in this situation?  Will the 

expected changes result from the activities?   

2. Are there any places where we would have to question our assumptions?  Are 

there things that might happen (or fail to happen) that could have an impact 

on the program?    

3. Do the activities—and associated change—“add up” to the desired goal?  

What is the likelihood that the goal will be achieved if all of the activities and 

changes are completed successfully?    
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3.3.7. Criteria of Effectiveness     

Challenges of Assessing Effectiveness    

Assessing contribution to “Peace Writ Large” is difficult.  Most peacebuilding 

programs are discrete efforts aimed at affecting one (often small) piece of the puzzle, 

and no one project can do everything.  Outcomes are also difficult to assess.  

Attribution of social impacts to particular peace activities is even more difficult.  As 

one practitioner noted, “Peace requires that many people work at many levels in 

different ways, and, with all this work, you cannot tell who is responsible for what.”  

Moreover, when the goal of “just and sustainable peace” is so grand, and progress 

toward it immeasurable in its multitude of small steps, it is difficult to know whether a 

particular program outcome is significant for peace.   

Yet even though a program may not fully accomplish the lofty goals of ending violent 

conflict or building sustainable just structures, it is not by definition ineffective.  Are 

there criteria for determining which programs have a more significant impact?  

Against what benchmarks can agencies identify whether their programs have 

contributed to progress?  How can agencies judge, as they are planning their 

programs, which of the wide range of possible approaches will have more significant 

impacts on the conflict?   

Program Effectiveness vs. Peace Effectiveness   

Reflective Peace Practice’s review of experience identified two dimensions of 

effectiveness:   

1. Program Effectiveness.  In this dimension, agencies assess whether a 

specific activity is achieving its intended goals in an effective manner.  This 

might apply to many different approaches, such as peace education, dialogue 

workshops, or income generation projects.  Agencies do this kind of program 

evaluation regularly, if not always systematically.  This kind of evaluation asks 

whether the program is fulfilling its goals and is successful on its own terms.    

2. Impact on Peace Writ Large.  This effectiveness question asks whether, in 

meeting specific goals, the program is making a contribution to the bigger 

picture (Peace Writ Large).  This requires assessing changes in the overall 

environment that may or may not result directly from the project or program.  

In most instances this will entail identifying the contribution of the specific 

program to Peace Writ Large, rather than seeking clear attribution of impacts.    

Five Criteria of Effectiveness   

These Criteria can be used in program planning to ensure that specific program 

goals are linked to the larger and long-term goal of “Peace Writ Large.”  They can be 

used during program implementation to reflect on effectiveness and guide midcourse 

changes, and as a basis for evaluation after the program has been completed.    
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1. The effort results in the creation or reform of political institutions to 

handle grievances in situations where such grievances do, genuinely, 

drive the conflict.  Peace practice is effective if it develops or supports 

institutions or mechanisms to address the specific inequalities, injustices and 

other grievances that cause and fuel a conflict.  This criterion underlines the 

importance of moving beyond impacts at the individual or personal (attitudinal, 

material or emotional) level to the socio-political level.  This criterion must be 

applied in conjunction with a context analysis identifying what the conflict is 

NOT about and what needs to be stopped.  To reform or build institutions that 

are unrelated to the actual drivers of a specific conflict would be ineffective.    

2. The effort contributes to a momentum for peace by causing participants 

and communities to develop their own peace initiatives in relation to 

critical elements of context analysis.  Such analysis, and resulting 

programs, should address what needs to be stopped, how to reinforce areas 

where people interact in positive ways, and the regional and international 

dimensions of the conflict.  This criterion underlines the importance of 

“ownership” and sustainability of action and efforts to bring about peace, as 

well as creating momentum for peace, involving more people.     

3. The effort prompts people increasingly to resist violence and 

provocations to violence.  One way of addressing and including Key People 

who promote and continue tensions (e.g., warlords, spoilers) is to help More 

People develop the ability to resist the manipulation and provocations of these 

negative key people.   

4. The effort results in an increase in people’s security and in their sense 

of security.  This criterion reflects positive changes both at the socio-political 

level (in people’s public lives) and at the individual/personal level as people 

gain a sense of security.   

5. The effort results in meaningful improvement in inter-group relations, 

reflected in, for example, changes in group attitudes, public opinion, social 

norms, or public behaviours. This criterion reflects the importance of the 

relationships between conflicting groups, in terms of transforming polarized 

(and polarizing) attitudes, behaviours and interactions to more tolerant and 

cooperative ones, as part of addressing underlying grievances and building 

the willingness and ability to resolve conflicts and sustain peace.  

These criteria can best be thought of as intermediate-level benchmarks of success 

applicable to the broad range of peace work being done. This is a condition of 

effectiveness for all programs: they must address people, issues, and dynamics that 

are key contributors to ongoing conflict, whether directly or indirectly.  Clearly, in 

order to accomplish this, a conflict analysis is needed.   
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Four Additional Questions   

To assess the significance of a particular change in a given context, four additional, 

interconnected elements must be considered:   

1. Is the change from this effort fast enough?  Sooner is almost always better 

than later in ending violence and injustice.  One should always ask whether 

this effort is more likely to gain results faster than anything else we might do, 

or whether there are other ways to work that could produce results sooner.  At 

the same time, there is a caution against inadvertently causing harm through 

haste!  Sometimes people try to do too much too quickly, without the 

necessary analysis and planning.   

2. Is the change from this effort likely to be sustained?  Short-term gains are 

undermined over time in conflicts.  Peace practitioners should hold 

themselves accountable to standards that look beyond the end of a particular 

project or program.   

3. Is the change from this effort big enough?  If violence is occurring at a 

national scale, efforts to address it at a very local level will be valuable, but 

not as significant as those efforts that affect the national scene.  Peace 

practitioners should always ask:  is this effort likely to have the widest possible 

effect we are capable of promoting, or is there something else we might do 

that is proportional to the actual conflict?  Scale may also refer to program 

coverage.  Are we working with only twenty communities among three 

thousand—and therefore having a negligible impact on Peace Writ Large?  

How could we scale up to reach a critical mass of people?    

4. Are the linkages adequate?  The stronger and more strategic the linkages 

programs make between levels, the more effective they will be vis-à-vis 

“Peace Writ Large.”  Practitioners should ask:  Can we make stronger or more 

strategic linkages between the Individual and Socio-Political levels, or 

between More and Key People?  Is there something more we can do to 

address or take account of the regional, national and international dimensions 

of the conflict?   
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Exercises:  Applying the Criteria of Effectiveness   

Option A: Individual Reflection    

Reflect on a program you are familiar with using the Criteria of Effectiveness Rating 

Chart (see next page):   

1. What is/was the goal of the program?  What have you done/are doing?     

2. Which criteria is your program addressing or trying to address?  (Rate your 

impact 15).  How are you having this impact?   

3. How would you know if you were having an impact?  (Indicators)   

4. Optional (if there is time):  Is the program fast enough (but not too fast)? Big 

enough to achieve significant change?  Sustainable?     

5. Share your thoughts with your neighbour.    

Option B:  Group Reflection   

Complete the steps as outlined above, but do the work as a group regarding a 

program that all group members are familiar with and then report back.  

 



3.3.8. Criteria of Effectiveness Worksheet 

Rating: 0 = no impact on this factor; 5 = major impact on this factor 

Big/fast/sustained = Mark Y/N and Why 

 Criterion Rating: Degree 

of impact 

Big 

enough? 

Fast 

enough? 

Impact 

sustained? 

Level of 

impact? 

Linkages? 

Locally 

specific 

Indicators 

1 The effort results in the 

creation or reform of 

institutions or mechanisms 

that address the specific 

grievances or injustices that 

fuel the conflict 

0  1  2  3  4  5 

     

2 The effort causes participants 

and communities to develop 

independent initiatives that 

decrease dividers, increase 

connectors or address 

causes of conflict 

0  1  2  3  4  5 

     

3 The effort prompts people 

increasingly to revisit violence 

and provocations to violence 

0  1  2  3  4  5 

     

4 The effort results in an 

increase in people’s security 

and in their sense of security 

0  1  2  3  4  5 

     

5 The effort results in 

meaningful improvements in 

inter-group relations 

0  1  2  3  4  5 

     

 



3.5 Change Assessment: Understanding and evaluating Individual Change 

The purpose of the workshop is to introduce the participants to basic concepts for 

understanding and evaluating individual change. Participants are expected to 

develop their understanding of the nature of change and individual reactions to 

change. They should become familiar with a range of tools for revisiting, reviewing, 

making sense of, and evaluating change in individuals and be able to choose and 

use appropriate tools in different change situations.  

The objectives of the workshop are: 

As a result of attending this workshop the participants should be able to: 

 Describe the importance of assessing individual change; 

 Develop a toolkit of practical techniques they can use in their own work;  

 Select tools appropriate for different change assessment purposes; 

 Apply the tools in real-life situations; 

The process should be interactive and participatory, with a focus on maximum input 

and sharing from participants. 

Session one begins with a presentation of the workshop objectives and a 

provocative question to the participants: “How do we know that a ‘good practice’ is 

good?” We then use this question to introduce the challenge of change assessment: 

“How can we be confident that what we do in the YMCA brings about real change in 

the lives of individuals?” 

Participants are then introduced to different ‘levels’ of individual change – attitude, 

belief, behaviour, knowledge and skills. Small groups are asked to rank these in 

order of difficulty to change. The plenary discussion can reveal interesting 

differences between the rankings of different groups and lead to a discussion about 

what changes participants are trying to achieve in their work and what it is realistic to 

try to work for in peace and reconciliation work. 

Participants are introduced to the concept of the Results Chain that describes 

projects and other initiatives from Input – Activity – Output  - Outcome through to 

Impact. 

Theory of Change can be introduced here: A theory of change describes a process 

of planned change from the assumptions that guide the design to the long term goals 

it seeks to achieve. In peace and reconciliation work there are a number of 

categories of Theory of Change. Many programs use a combination of Theory of 

Changes.  

The focus of the workshop then moves to understanding training as a way of 

bringing about individual change. This leads on to an introduction to the Change 

Cycle (see below). Well-designed training starts with experience (either real-life or 

shared activities like a simulation game). Reflection requires space and time and is 
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often missed out. Thinking encourages people to make connections with their 

knowledge and other experiences in order to draw conclusions. Applying means 

trying out different ways to do things. 

 

So how can we assess the effects of training on individuals? Then look at the 

Kirkpatrick model for evaluating training. Mostly, training is evaluated only at the 

level of reaction but if we really want to know how people have changed as a result 

of the training we need also to evaluate at the higher levels of learning, behaviour 

and impact. 

 

In order to better understand the effect of our training or other activities, we need to 

be aware that change can be intended or unintended. Intended change is the 

change we hope will happen as a result of our activity (e.g. greater tolerance, 

improved conflict management skills, new relationships). Unintended change is 

change which we hadn’t planned but which happened as a result of our activity. It 

can be positive or negative.  

In the next session go on to develop the Change Assessment Toolkits by sharing 

and trying some practical tools for assessing change. 

Tools for assessing change fall into three main categories: tools for revisiting change 

(to remind us of the experience - what happened, who was involved, etc.); tools for 
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reviewing change (what changes occurred, how did we feel, what were the intended 

and unintended changes); and tools for evaluating change (how have the changes 

affected us and our lives). 

Revisiting Change Sometimes we need to remember (revisit) what we experienced 

before we can reflect, make sense of, and assess how we have changed. Timelines 

(see below for more details on Timelines) are an enjoyable and participatory way of 

revisiting events (from workshops to longer-term projects). To familiarise the 

participants with this tool, it is worth doing one in your training. 

Reviewing Change Reviewing change corresponds to the ‘Reflecting’ stage in the 

change cycle. Three tools were introduced: self-assessment surveys, testimony and 

after action review. Self-assessment surveys (such as the ‘How do I respond to 

conflict’) can be used at the beginning of a change programme and then again after 

the programme to identify changes in knowledge and attitudes. Testimony can be 

used as a way of understanding personal change (see below for more details on 

Testimonials). After Action Reviews (see Home Groups as an example of this) 

encourage reflection on what went well, what didn’t go well and how things could be 

improved. 

3.5.1. Evaluating Change  

Evaluating change involves assessing the longer term changes that occur in the 

individual. Tools for evaluating change include: 

 Interviews with participants 

 Interviews with others (e.g. peers) 

 Focus-group discussions 

 Questionnaires 

 Stories of change 

 Repeat of self-assessment survey 

A very important skill in evaluating change is being able to pose good questions as 

the following quotations show: ‘The usefulness of the knowledge we acquire and the 

effectiveness of the actions we take depends on the quality of the questions we ask“  

(Vogt et al, The Art of Powerful Questions); “The unexamined life is not worth living” 

(Socrates); “A question not asked is a door not opened”  (Goldberg, The Art of the 

Question).  

By adding more tools to their toolkit, participants are better able to assess the 

individual change brought about by projects and activities they are involved with. To 

demonstrate how this can happen in practice we can examine two questions 

(example): 

 How did we assess change in this long term programme? 
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 How can we assess change brought about by this event? 

The final session involves small groups of participants working together to create an 

evaluation framework for the evaluation of the conference. Participants can be asked 

to answer the following questions in relation to the conference: 

 What are the big questions we need to answer? 

 When can we find out the answers to these questions? 

 Who could provide us with useful data? 

 What tools could we use to gather that data? 

 

3.5.2. Timelines 

The purpose of the timeline is to develop a shared understanding of a programme / 

workshop / activity. 

What makes a timeline exercise particularly powerful is that it can be a shared group 

experience where all participants, no matter how new, can contribute. For all 

participants it can help to build a more rich understanding of the programme / 

workshop / activity. 

The timeline can be general or have a specific focus such as the history of a 

particular programme. The timeline can also be determined by start date and finish 

date. 

Set up the timeline by fixing to a wall a roll of paper or sticking flipchart sheets 

together to make a paper about 1 metre high by about 3 metres long (though it can 

be longer if you are covering a long period of time or there are lots of participants). 

Mark a horizontal line from one end of the paper to the other about halfway down the 

paper. Decide on the length of period you want to cover in the timeline. In the 

example below it covers the months January to July but it could cover a period of a 

few years if that was the length of the programme you want to examine. 
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Agree what the participants should include on the timeline. You may wish to include 

any of the following (or add your own ideas or the ideas of participants). Pictures as 

well as words should be encouraged. 

1. People involved and their joining (and leaving) dates 

2. Memorable events (e.g. camps, meetings, visits) 

3. Key decisions e.g. introduction of new activities 

4. Changes (intended and unintended) e.g. changes in levels of motivation and 

energy among participants, problems arising 

5. Achievements during the time 

6. Problems encountered 

7. Outside influences e.g. important social and political events, organisational 

issues that affected the programme, funding issues 

8. Other events (planned or unplanned) related to the programme / workshop / 

activity 

 

Provide every participant with marker pens and ask them to gather round the 

timeline. Encourage everyone to make their contributions and to talk to each other as 

they do so. The idea is to get a ‘buzz’ of interest around the timeline. If you have 

photographs, add these! Allow about 20 minutes for the participants to make their 

contributions on the timeline. 

Open up a discussion to clarify comments, check the accuracy of the timings, 

discuss the sequence of events and draw out any interesting comments. Encourage 

questions of clarification and the sharing of insights or surprises. Refer back to the 

timeline during discussions so that it becomes a point of reference for participants. 

 

 

 

Recommendations 

From delivery of this session during the RfR PWI it could be learnt that there can be 

some time-management constraints with this. There is a lot of content to get through 

in a short space of time. When participants are engaging actively, sharing their 

experience of assessing individual change and learning useful conceptual models for 

understanding change and becoming familiar with the tools, it can take longer than 

planned. However, in doing so, they develop their capacity to assess change in their 

own work and have an evaluation model that can be applied to their future 

programme. 
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The Kirkpatrick model for training evaluation should be adopted as a conceptual 

framework for assessing change brought about by the Roots for Reconciliation 

Peace Institute events. 
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3.5.3. Digital Activism 

 

The general aim is to acquaint participants with the theory and practice of Digital 

Activism, in an interactive way. It will build on top of participants’ already existing 

knowledge and experience.  

 

The objectives of the workshop can be as follows, that as a result of attending this 

workshop the participants will:  

 

o understand basic concepts of Digital Activism and are aware of famous 

international and local examples of Digital Activism  

 

o know about Peace Journalism, Media Diversity and how to “behave” online  

 

o be able to think about a message and audience (for their content)  

 

o have gotten hands-on experience in creating web content, making a 

website and using social media, for their projects and to advance peaceful 

solutions to conflict.  

 

Workshop sessions and activities  

The first session of this workshop can consist of a panel discussion, introducing the 

participants to some basic concepts of Digital Activism. The session can be started 

with a presentation: “Digital Activism: Towards Peaceful Transformation of Conflicts.  

 

Following on from the introduction of Digital Activism, it can be presented some 

local/relevant examples of Digital Activism as well as presenting the participants with 

general information and some tips and tricks on the use of Social Media.  

 

The second session can start with an exercise on what (not) to do online, especially 

in sensitive situations. Participants can be split up in small groups to discuss their 

experiences and what they think/feel about what should (not) be done online 

especially in sensitive situations. Participants then can write their answers on the 

windows with special window markers/ whiteboard markers. Drawing on the windows 

is a new way of working however, there is no way of keeping a record of what 

participants have written without taking photos 

 

Participants are introduced to Peace Journalism and Media Diversity.This session 

finished by the participants having to look at the picture below and write about what 

they see. An exercise in just writing what you see instead of interpreting the 

presented situation. Challenging but informative!  
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Time can be spent on developing content and digital activism platforms with the 

participants for the project. Participants can divide into iGroups (see iGroups for 

more details on this) in order to develop different elements of this for the 

project/programme. The participants can use time in the session to learn different 

elements of developing social media content and platforms for the project with the 

help of the facilitators.  
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3.5.4. The main theories of change for peace-building 

 

The Individual Change Theory:  

Peace comes through transformative change of a critical mass of individuals, their 

consciousness, attitudes, behaviours, and skills. [Methods: investment in individual change 

through training, personal transformation/ consciousness-raising workshops or processes; 

dialogues and encounter groups; trauma healing.] 

The Healthy Relationships And Connections Theory:  

Peace emerges out of a process of breaking down isolation, polarization, division, prejudice 

and stereotypes between/ among groups. Strong relationships are a necessary ingredient for 

peace-building. [Methods: processes of inter-group dialogue; networking; relationship-

building processes; joint efforts and practical programs on substantive problems.] 

The Withdrawal Of The Resources For War Theory:  

Wars require vast amounts of material (weapons, supplies, transport, etc.) and human 

capital. If we can interrupt the supply of people and goods to the war-making system, it will 

collapse and peace will break out. [Methods: anti-war campaigns to cut off funds/national 

budgets; conscientious objection and/or resistance to military service; international arms 

control; arms (and other) embargoes and boycotts.] 

The Reduction Of Violence Theory:  

Peace will result as we reduce the levels of violence perpetrated by combatants or their 

representatives. [Methods: cease-fires, creation of zones of peace, withdrawal/retreat from 

direct engagement, introduction of peacekeeping forces/interposition, observation missions, 

accompaniment efforts, promotion of nonviolent methods for achieving 

political/social/economic ends.] 

The Root Causes/Justice Theory:  

We can achieve peace by addressing the underlying issues of injustice, oppression/ 

exploitation, threats to identity and security, and people’s sense of injury/victimization. 

[Methods: long-term campaigns for social and structural change, truth and reconciliation; 

changes in social institutions, laws, regulations, and economic systems.] 

The Institutional Development Theory:  

Peace is secured by establishing stable/reliable social institutions that guarantee democracy, 

equity, justice, and fair allocation of resources. [Methods: new constitutional and governance 

arrangements/entities; development of human rights, rule of law, anti-corruption; 

establishment of democratic/equitable economic structures; economic development; 

democratization.]  

The Political Elites Theory:  

Peace comes when it is in the interest of political (and other) leaders to take the necessary 

steps. Peace-building efforts must change the political calculus of key leaders and groups. 

[Methods: raise the costs and reduce the benefits for political elites of continuing war while 
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increasing the incentives for peace; engage active and influential constituencies in favor of 

peace; withdraw international support/ funding for warring parties.] 

The Grassroots Mobilization Theory:  

“When the people lead, the leaders will follow.” If we mobilize enough opposition to war, 

political leaders will have to pay attention. [Methods: mobilize grassroots groups to either 

oppose war or to advocate for positive action; nonviolent direct action campaigns; use of the 

media; education/mobilization efforts; organize advocacy groups; dramatic events to raise 

consciousness.] 

The Economics Theory:  

As a politician once said, “It’s the economy, stupid!” People make personal decisions and 

decision makers make policy decisions based on a system of rewards/ incentives and 

punishments/sanctions that are essentially economic in nature. If we can change the 

economies associated with war making, we can bring peace. [Methods: use of government 

or financial institutions to change supply and demand dynamics; control incentive and 

reward systems; boycotts.] 

The Public Attitudes Theory:  

War and violence are partly motivated by prejudice, misperceptions, and intolerance of 

difference. We can promote peace by using the media (television and radio) to change 

public attitudes and build greater tolerance in society. [Methods: TV and radio programmes 

that promote tolerance; modelling tolerant behaviour; symbolic acts of solidarity/unity; 

dialogues among groups in conflict—with subsequent publicity.] 
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4. Group Dynamic Activities 

 

4.1. Home Groups 

 

“Home Groups” (HG) tool purposefully joins people during the event in order to 

ensure active participation into the activities and consistent feedback from their side. 

The HGs are created with maximum consideration of balanced nationality, gender 

and age factors. This can be an added-value of breaking the barriers among 

participants representing different (sometimes conflicting) cultures and religions 

backgrounds and therefore ensuring the creation of safe space and amiable 

relations. 

Each HG should have a special set of responsibilities on selected days in order to 

ensure the uninterrupted working process and overall group dynamics. Some of the 

responsibilities that may be given to HG’s during the conference could be; 

Daily review: As the name suggests, the HG’s review how the day has gone, 

evaluating whether the agreed expectations from the start of the conference/training 

session are being met. Questions can be posed to the HG’s by the facilitators and 

the HG’s will discuss these in time set for this. At the end of the day, the facilitators 

met with the representatives of those groups to revisit the working programme and 

fine-tune it based on the comments and recommendations collated from the HGs. 

Daily responsibilities: Each HG gets given a specific day within the event to carry out 

certain set of responsibilities key to supporting the learning process and overall 

group dynamics. These can be morning plenary recaps on the learning for the day 

before, organising ice-breakers, timekeeping, etc. These daily responsibilities can be 

those tasks that aid the learning process of the event. 

Message of the Day: The “Message of the Day” is the opportunity provided to all 

those that are part of the training to express their feelings, opinions and suggestions 

to the entire group. The Message of the Day should be delivered at the start of each 

day’s working programme and coordinated with the HG. The content and the method 

of delivery is chosen by those delivering the message. The Message of the Day 

should bring focus to the day, inspire all in the room, be a chance to reflect and 

motivation for the day ahead. 
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4.2. iGroups 

Similar to the Home Group concept, iGroups can be used to ensure active 

participation in the activities. The title “iGroups” was inspired by the content of the 

particular session – focusing on Digital Activism issues (see digital activism 3.7). 

Participants are divided in 3 groups (Hackers; Creators & Curators) – each assigned 

with specific tasks and responsibilities (creation of webpage, Facebook Group/Page; 

Photo & Audio Material; Logo, Slogan, etc.). By using “iGroups” it enables 

participants to have ownership over digital content produced by the event. The 

“iGroups” will also ensure that there is regular digital content appearing throughout 

the event and it is not left to one individual to produce this. 

 

4.3. Tandem Groups 

 

Similarly to Home Groups and iGroups; Tandem Groups can be used to ensure 

active participation. However, the Tandem Groups are made up of participants from, 

where possible, opposing sides of the conflict. See “Make up of Tandem Groups”. 

The use of Tandem Groups can help to build personal relationships with participants 

that may normally not have chosen to work with each other.  Tandem Groups do not 

only have to be used when working on Tandem Projects but can be used for other 

activities such as “What Peace Means to Me”.  
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5. Tandem Group Projects 

 

5. Tandem Group Projects 

5.1. Introduction to Tandem Groups 

 5.2. Tandem planning 

 5.3. Tandem Group Activities 

  5.3.1. Balkans Project 

  5.3.2. Armenia / Turkey Project 

  5.3.3. Nagorno Karabakh Project  
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5.1. Introduction to Tandem Groups 

 

 

Aim of Tandem Groups 

 

The aim of the Tandem Groups was to plan and implement projects with partners 

from countries where there is a conflict or post conflict regions. The tandem group 

projects would improve mutual trust and understanding sustaining between young 

people coming from conflict affected areas in Europe. The projects that the Tandem 

Groups will be delivering will be a project that they feel will reduce the prejudices that 

young people have, increasing the number of peace multipliers within the relevant 

areas and conflict resolution.  

 

 

The Makeup of Tandem Groups 

 

The tandem groups will be made up of the young people who have completed the 

RfR PWI from (post) conflict countries.  

 

The participants from the Balkan countries will be together in one tandem group to 

plan and deliver a project within the Balkan region that they felt would address the 

aims.  

 

The participants from Armenia and Turkey will be placed in one tandem group to 

plan and deliver a project within Turkey / Armenian context that they felt would 

address the aims.  

 

The participants from the UK, Spain and Nargorno Karabakh will be placed into one 

tandem group to plan and deliver a project to raise awareness of the situation in 

Nargorno Karabakh. It was not possible to work with the country that Nargorno 

Karabakh is at conflict with so the decision was made to use the opportunity to raise 

awareness of the often, unpublicised conflict in Nargorno Karabakh. 

 

The participants from Georgie and Russia will be placed in to one tandem group to 

plan and deliver a project within Georgie and Russia region that they felt would 

address the aims. 
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5.2. Tandem Planning 

 

The Tandem Groups were given time within the session framework in order to 

design and plan for their projects.  

All tandem groups were expected to use their learning from the Do No Harm Matrix 

and implement this in their project. As part of the Do No Harm Matrix, the tandem 

groups started with writing case statements looking at potential connectors and 

dividers from their projects. This would act as a starting point for their project 

planning that would be delivered at a later stage. 

 

Time should be given in sessions for the tandem groups to come together and 

develop their projects around the Do No Harm Matrix. 

 

From the case statements, the participants developed risk assessments for their 

project plans. This is an important part of the Do No Harm Matrix as it allows those 

that are planning the project to fully explore whether or not their project will have any 

planned or unplanned dividers and / or connectors. It also allows the participants to 

explore where implicit ethical messages and /or resource transfer may take place.  

 

By ensuring that participants had time to plan their projects in the sessions, it 

allowed them to explore the Do No Harm Matrix with support from the facilitators. By 

giving space for this to happen it encourages participants to internalise the Do No 

Harm Matrix; both within their projects and their own work back home.  

 

Following on from the sessions, it was the participant’s responsibility to ensure that 

the planning was put into action adhering to the Do No Harm Matrix. 
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5.3. Tandem Group Activities 

 

5.3.1. Nargorno Karabakh Project 

The core elements of the programme were decided upon as a group together. It was 

decided what elements needed to be part of the study visit in order to ensure that 

those visiting understood the situation and context of Nagorno Karabakh. These core 

elements can be divided up into:  

 

 Meetings with officials  

 Meeting with YMCA people and projects 

 Seeing the country and war affected areas  

 

The study visit was implemented as planned with the process running smoothly. 

When planning a study visit it was agreed by the group that flexibility in timings was 

key to ensure that the participants gained an understanding about the situation of 

Nargorno Karabakh. Throughout the week, the group met with a number of 

significant people in Artsakh (Nagorno Karabakh in Armenian Language) including; 

Speaker of the Parliament, Archbishop of Nargorno Karabakh, the Minister of Youth 

and Culture and the Minister of Defence. These were the officials that the group 

decided were important to meet in order to understand the international, national and 

local issues within Nargorno Karabakh from a political and religious perspective. The 

chance to speak to young people that access the YMCA gave the participants the 

opportunity to learn about how the situation in Nargorno Karabakh impacts on their 

lives on a daily basis. These meetings also gave the opportunity for the group to 

understand the context of what has happened in the recent past.  

 

As well as participating in the programme, the participants also completed a video 

diary of what was done each day. This was recorded and uploaded to YouTube on 

the RfR page.  

 

The planned goals and objectives for the Tandem Group were; to find out more 

about the situation in Nargorno Karabakh and how it affects young people there, to 

learn about the limitations that young people face in Nargorno Karabakh, to expand 

awareness of the YMCA Artsakh work for potential development, to celebrate 10 

years of YMCA in Nargorno Karabakh and to learn from each other. These planned 

goals and objectives were discussed, planned and developed at the event in 

Strasbourg, December 2013 and developed via email with support from the project 

staff at YMCA Europe.  The programme was designed around these goals and 

objectives.  
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5.3.2. Bridges for the Future – Balkans Project 

 

The overall objective was not only to build leaders and provide a space for opinions 

and shared realities but to raise awareness and joint messages from young people 

across young Europe.  

 

Workshops. Each country responsible with the delivery of a workshop (Ireland, 

Kosovo, Macedonia, Serbia, Cyprus,) prepared a presentation according with the 

theme of the day using videos, PowerPoint and other materials. “Religion and 

coexistence” by Northern Ireland, “Religion and peace balance” by Kosovo, 

“Differences and similarities reasons to unite us” by Macedonia, “Art and beauty as 

an instrument of peace” by Cyprus, “Music as an instrument of peace” by Serbia, 

“Going beyond fears” by Adrian Davies and “No hate speech”, Council of 

Europe/EYF presentation by Marius Pop were the workshops held during the event.  

 

Outputs. Having previous experiences where projects were not done by the end of 

the event, we decided to give them space and facilities to complete their task and put 

in practice other skills like: teamwork, cooperation, leadership, responsibility and 

…fun. Each team was composed of a journalist, a social media “guru”, a producer, 

and the creative director plus a facilitator (from the team).  After the “theoretical” 

input, every team received in hard copy the description of the task and roles plus a 

“contract” with deadlines for each action during the week.  Then teams were asked 

to have the first meeting where to talk about each member abilities in order to get the 

positions and to find a name for the team. After, the “contracts” have been signed 

and they started the work. Every day the team and the expert had several meetings 

with each “position” giving them advices, information and support.  

 

Visits. In this project, the visits in Pristina and out of the city were not just 

excursions. First of all, every visit was related with the topic of the project and in fact 

was a tool for the participants to interact, to work closer and to use what they were 

seeing in their digital projects   

 

Approach. It is in the YMCA organizational approach to set an educational 

environment where the participants gain knowledge, skills and shape attitude 

through experience and tangibility. A global YMCA perspective is about ensuring a 

safe space for young people and their opinions. Both these points were the role of 

project team to set the environment and ensure there is space for everyone.   

 

The activities were designed with major focus on granting the participants the 

opportunities & space to express opinions, to be actively involved in the process and 

to contribute to programme content based on their needs and interests. As a result of 

regular and organized feedback received from the participants, the entire course of 

the event was very interactive and accommodating.   
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Learning outcomes     

The participants learned about how peace and community development work is 

being implemented in Northern Ireland, Kosovo, Serbia, Macedonia and Cyprus from 

specific examples provided. The activity was very strong and opened up a lot of 

reflection to participants; within the small groups participants shared a lot of personal 

stories and inspired each other. Through spending time together on specific tasks 

the members of the interest /home groups built amiable relations and somehow 

developed a kind of positive sense of cross-border or regional belonging.  

 

The group building activities encouraged cooperation and creative thinking in order 

to overcome obstacles in joint and coordinated fashion; activities were designed to 

make sure that decisions are made based on communication and solutions are 

founds by the whole team. Through all the activities participants worked with people 

from different countries, therefore ensuring enhanced communication skills and team 

building. On the other hand, the activities facilitated the group dynamics and helped 

to bring them closer via promoting intense communication, cooperation and 

coordination among all members of the group.    

 

“Going beyond fears” was the combination of simulation exercise, input presentation 

and reflecting on their tandem projects and local realities. One of the aspects of the 

session was to introduce the T-kit  

  

 “Youth Transforming conflict” . The “tasks” were adapted to the local realities of 

participants and the session fostered participants to reflect on diversity issues in their 

communities and how that can affect the projects they are working. The idea of the 

session was to share to participants a tool that they can use when working in post-

conflict areas.  

 

The intercultural evening was particularly enriching in terms of raising awareness of 

the participants about the countries, cultures & values they represent. It also helped 

to bring the group even closer and to strengthen the amiable atmosphere.  

 

As already highlighted in topics above, the content of the project focused on several 

areas. Therefore, there were specific desired results achieved in several areas:  

 

1. Future projects. Through this the participants will have the opportunity to 

develop personal and organizational skills; to build up and strengthen 

partnership relations and plan future joint actions; to meet the peers and 

members of “conflicting side” and foster friendly relations; to act as 

ambassadors/multipliers/advocates of peace & reconciliation in their own 

respective communities.  

2. Skills. The activities within the project spread knowledge and improve skills 

of youth workers and volunteers on related topics such as: problem solving , 

teamwork, motivation, needs analysis, personal responsibility versus 
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victimization, choices they take, system of values, patterns of behaviour, 

efficiency of communication, public speaking, media, etc.   

3. Knowledge. About YMCAs best practices in conflict transformation work - 

Northern Ireland, Kosovo, Serbia, Macedonia and Cyprus; About the history 

and future plans of YMCA peace work, especially YMCA Europe Roots for 

Reconciliation project; About Council of Europe and European Youth 

Foundation, especially peace culture education and intercultural dialogue 

initiatives supported by them and instruments used to this end  

4. Attitude. Trust and amiable relations between young people representing 

different conflict sides, opening them up for sincere personal reflections, 

positive and effective group dynamics, intercultural dialogue and learning.  
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5.3.3. Armenia / Turkey Project: Give Peace a Chance  

 

Objectives:  

1. To establish amiable relations between participants during and beyond the event. 

2. To empower youth leaders for improved mutual trust and understanding. 

 

The project brought together young people from Armenia and Turkey – two 

neighbouring countries with neither open borders nor diplomatic relations aiming to 

foster the cross-border dialogue and mutual trust and understanding among 

“conflicting side” representatives and to encourage them to act as advocates of 

peace and reconciliation in their communities to ensure a better future.  The 

immediate cooperation of YMCA Europe and its member organization YMCA 

Armenia with YUCEL Kultur Vakfi has started in 2012 in the frames of YMCA Europe 

Roots for Reconciliation project Peace Work Institute  

 

During the Peace Work Institute III Session held in Strasbourg on December 1st-7th, 

Armenia/Turkey Tandem Group worked to finalize the joint project design. Another 

preparation meeting was planned for spring and one study visit for a group of young 

people from Armenia to visit Istanbul, Turkey in autumn.   

 

It should be mentioned that in both projects the Armenian and Turkish participants 

made good friends and were excited about the possibility of hosting each other the 

following year. 

 

The project concept was based on the idea of the youth exchange and the 

programme developed in joint efforts by the sides involved comprised of sightseeing 

and fun activities. Considering the skills and interest of the participants selected a 

training of some interesting workshops was offered focusing on the ideas of peace, 

love, friendship and collaboration through art and creativity.   

 

The project Preparatory Team ensured open discussion and joint decision-making 

on participants’ selection criteria, programme content and timeline, logistics, etc. All 

the members of the Planning Team were also involved in the event itself, responsible 

and caring for the success of the project.   

 

The project differed from the others with the fact that it did not include any discussion 

or workshop on conflict resolution, peace dialogue or youth advocacy in 

reconciliation processes, but no one will deny that the project was intended to 

promote all these together simply bringing together 17 young people for a week and 

trying to create a joint result- digital materials promoting peace and reconciliation.   

 

The training activities encouraged cooperation and creative thinking in order to 

overcome obstacles in joint and coordinated fashion; activities were designed to 

make sure that decisions are made based on communication and solutions are 
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founds by the whole team. The activities facilitated the group dynamics and helped 

to bring them closer via promoting intense communication, cooperation and 

coordination among all members of the group.   

 

In general, there was a kind of non-verbal silent communication between the 

participants which was really important. There was an atmosphere of constant 

growth of mutual understanding and trust, which was actually one of the objectives of 

the project. “Peace begins with a smile”, - Mother Teresa said. All the 17 participants 

of the project always smiled to each other. The atmosphere was always excellent 

and that was visible in the flow of the activities and in the interaction with the 

participants. 

 

Training  

The training ensured good teambuilding activities fostering effective communication 

and cooperation between the participants to solve the problem. The participants 

were challenged to work together or to make joint decisions to achieve the goal set.  

 

5.3.4. Russia – Georgia Project 
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6. Soft Modules and Activities 

 

6. Soft Modules and Activities 

 6.1. Crossing the River 

 6.2. Creating the Machines 

 6.3. What does Peace mean to me? 

 6.4. “Alpha meets Beta” Game 

 6.5. Intercultural Evening  

 6.6. Secret Friend 

 6.7. Two World Views 
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6.1. Crossing the River  

 

Aims: 

 To build team spirit and to promote cooperation; 

 To encourage positive towards with other people; 

 To give the participants the experience of teambuilding games and activities 

so they learn and share with their peers back home 

 

The challenge is to cross the “river” in a coordinated way together, as a team. The 

rules for the game are that all team members must get from one side of the river to 

the other using only the stepping stones (paper). The teams cannot move the 

paper/stones and there must be two people on the stones/paper at any time. If any 

team member steps off the stone/paper at any time then the whole team must start 

again. The winning team would be the one to get the whole team to the other sie of 

the river; without breaking the rules, together as a team.  

 

The group should be split into 3/4 teams made up of equal numbers; between 8-10 

people is ideal. Ensure the A4 pieces of paper are stuck to the floor with a small 

stride width apart. Ensure the space is clear of obstacles and these is space 

between the teams, balance will be required and people may stumble. You don’t 

want them to fall onto one another.  

 

This activity can vary depending on the team work of the groups. It can take from 30 

– 45 minutes depending.  
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6.2. Creating the Machines  

 

Aims: 

 To build team spirit and to promote cooperation; 

 To encourage positive towards with other people; 

 To give the participants the experience of teambuilding games and activities 

so they learn and share with their peers back home 

 

The challenge is to work as a team to build different machines such as car, airplane, 

train without speaking. The participants would not be placed in teams and not be 

allowed to communicate with verbal communication. Participants are instructed to 

move about the space freely and when a machine is called get into groups of a 

minimum of 3 people in order to create the machine with their bodies. They are not 

allowed to talk. For any participants that talk, they are out. For those that do not 

manage to get into a group of 3 or more, they are out. The participants left at the end 

will be the winners.  

 

This activity can vary on timings depending on the size of the group and the speed at 

which they work. Average time would be from 30-40 minutes. Space is needed only, 

to ensure that all obstacles that could be a hazard is not in the way of the group 

activity. 

 

The activity encourages cooperation and creative thinking in order to overcome 

obstacles in joint and coordinated fashion. The activity is designed to make sure that 

decisions are made based on non verbal communication and solutions are founds by 

the whole team. 

 

The activity facilitated the group dynamics and helped to bring them closer via 

promoting intense communication, cooperation and coordination among all members 

of the group.  
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6.3. ‘What Does Peace Mean to Me’  

 

Aims: 

 To learn about each other’s motivation for peace work and to hear their 

stories;  

 To practice self-reflection as to what our own motivation is behind us being in 

peace work. 

 

The River of Life is a reflective exercise that encourages participants to reflect back 

over their life and draw it out like a river. Why a river? A river has areas where it is 

running smoothly but you never know what is around the river bend; there could be 

rocky periods, waterfalls, rapids which cause turmoil in the river. Participants are 

given time to draw/create their own “river” with a focus on events in their life that 

motivated them to be the part of peace work. Once the River of Life had been 

created the participants went into their groups and they had the opportunity to share 

with their groups their story. The groups we used were those of the tandem groups 

to strengthen the relationships within these groups; however, these groups can be 

completely random.  

Participants are encouraged to express themselves in creative fashion and to learn 

and share about each other’s motivation for being involved in peace work. The 

activity was very strong and opened up a lot of reflection to participants; within the 

small groups participants shared a lot of personal stories and inspired each other. 

 

Health Warning: There are some things in our lives that are painful memories and to 

talk about them causing great pain. Please ensure that all participants are aware that 

it is their personal choice as to how much they wish or do not wish to share with their 

fellow participants. As facilitators, you need to ensure that all participants are 

emotionally safe during the activity.  

 

As this is a reflective piece of work, adequate time should be given for creating and 

sharing of the participants rivers. Depending on how much time you have, we would 

recommend between 60 – 90 minutes. There is not a need for many resources; the 

only required thing is paper and pens however, the more creative resources the 

participants have available to them, the more creative their timeline will be.  
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6.4. “Alphas meet Betas” Game 

 

Aims: 

1. To illustrate the difficulties and problems one may encounter when interacting with 

persons who are different from us. Including:  

 The tendency to disparage anything another person or group does which we 

don’t understand.  

 The tendency of some persons to rush into a new situation without observing 

or trying to figure what the values and attitudes of the people are and, on the 

other hand, the tendency of others to never try to learn by interacting.  

2. To introduce the importance of speaking in descriptive rather than evaluative 

terms when talking about other individuals or groups.  

3. To serve as a beginning point for studying certain characteristics, values and 

qualities in different cultures, specifically:  

 The importance of social distance; 

 The way one’s language affects one's thoughts; 

 The way attitudes towards kin vary from culture to culture; 

 The way different cultures treat in-group and out-group members; 

 The different attitudes toward work and play and how such attitudes affect the 

culture and one's personal outlook.  

4. To point out the importance, value and effectiveness of non-verbal 

communication. 

General Overview 

The participants are divided into two groups. Each group is instructed in a new and 

different way of living. One group is called the Alpha Culture, the other group the 

Beta Culture. The people in the Alpha Culture are fun loving, superstitious, honour 

their elders and enjoy touching one another. People in the Beta  Culture  are  

hardworking, business-like,  foreign  speaking  and  do  not  like  to  be close  to  one  

another.  Once  the members  of  each  group  have  learned  the  rules  of  their  

new  culture,  observers  are exchanged. Observers travel to the other culture and 

try to learn about it by listening and watching. After a short visit, they return home 

and report their findings. Visitors are then exchanged with the charge to live along 

the 'foreigner'. Unlike the observers who were restricted to watching and listening, 

visitors are encouraged to speak and interact with their hosts. During all of the visits, 

no one is allowed to ask about the specific rules of the culture but must infer them 

from observations or experiences. Once everyone has had a chance to be either a 

visitor or an observer, the game is ended. In the post-game discussion, the 

participants discuss the ideas and feelings created by the experience. Please  note:  
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As  with  any  such  method,  this  exercise  should  be  practised  among  the 

preparatory team beforehand and adapted to the particular circumstances, 

participants, etc., of the course you are preparing.  

 

The Rules of the Two Cultures 

 

Alpha Rules 

1. Alphas spend most of their time playing a "good luck" guessing game called 

”Rafá Rafá”. It is played by two persons facing each other with one person 

trying to guess which of the other person's two hidden hands does not contain 

the “Bone" (included in the game, must be cut out before game starts.) 

 

2. Play is preceded by a greeting question and a greeting answer. If player “A” 

wants to play the game with player “B”, player “A” faces player “B” and stamps 

three times. If player “B” hereafter referred to as the “Hider” for reasons, which 

will be revealed in a minute, is willing to play with player "A”, then the Hider 

reaches up with one hand and grasps the upper arm of player “A’.  

 

3. The Hider puts his or her hands behind his or her back and hides the 'bone'.  

 

4. Player “A” or the Guesser then guesses by pointing to the hand thought to be 

empty. After pointing, the Hider brings both hands in front and reveals, which 

hand has the bone and which one is empty. 

 

5. Steps one  through  four  are  repeated  until  the  Guesser  guesses  wrong  

or  guesses correctly three times.  

 

6. If the Hider does not want to play with a stamping Guesser, he/she does not 

reach up and grasp his/her forearm.  The Guesser should then turn 

immediately and move away. The Hider should not move. When a person 

refuses to play, no insult is intended since everyone has the right to look for 

good luck wherever he or she thinks it can be found. 

 

7. Good luck is taken away if two players who are facing each other stamp at the 

same time,  unless  both  players  immediately  move  away  acting  as  

though  they  never stamped. Each must then play one game of “Rafá Rafá” 

with another person before he or she can play again with the person with 

whom they simultaneously stamped.  

 

8. Very good luck is brought to a person if they are able to guess the empty 

hand three times in a row. When this happens, the person would yell out, 

“Rafá Rafá”, which means good luck. Other players finish the game in which 

they are involved and very gently touch the “Rafá Rafá” person with three 
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fingers and congratulate him or her by saying, “Rafá Rafá”, and thereby 

generating some of the good luck for him/herself. 

 

9.  One girl and one boy will be the older persons in the culture. They:   

 Are seated in a conspicuous place. No one else is allowed to sit while they 

are present.   

 Are always the Guesser stamper. Yes, they stamp sitting down. Persons who 

want to play with the Older present themselves and wait for the Older to 

stamp.   

 Are always given the good luck empty band. The Hider secretly switches the 

bone to the other hand if the Older guesses incorrectly.   

 do not yell, “Rafá Rafá” when they get three empty hands in a row but say it 

quietly and reach up and touch the Hider with three fingers on the forearm.   

 

10. Taboos and consequences:  

 If a “non-older” ever gives either of the olders the hand with a bone, they 

should be asked to leave the culture immediately. No explanation should be 

given as that would give away the rules.   

 If a “non-older” ever stamps in front of an Older or sits when an Older is in the 

room, he or she should be asked to leave the culture immediately, by the 

Older or anyone who sees it happen.   

 If a person doesn't know the rules and continually stamps when others stamp, 

or guesses when they should be holding, then these people should be 

avoided at all costs, since they can take away the good luck a person has 

built up.   

 It takes away everybody's good luck if a person touches a “Rafá Rafá” person 

too hard or touches with more or less than three fingers. 

 

Clarifying Questions   

1. Does the guesser stamp three times before each guess? 

A. Yes, the pattern is as follows:   

Guesser: Stamp, stamp, stamp   

Hider: Reaches up with one hand and grasps upper arm of Guesser, then 

hides bone behind back   

Guesser: Guesses   

Hider: Exposes hands   

Guesser and Hider find new partners if Guesser picks the bone. If Guesser picks 

empty hand, then Guesser would stamp three times again and proceed as above.   

2. What if the Guesser guesses wrong on the first or second try? Do they still 

play three sets?   

A. No. The person moves away from the bad luck immediately.   

3. Can the Hider help the Guesser?   

A. No. It will take the good luck away. The Guesser must rely on his or her own skill.  

The one exception is when the guesser is an Older.   
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Beta Rules 

People  who  live in  the Beta  Culture  are  competitive,  hard  working  and  don't  

give  up easily. They earn their living by trading cards with pictures of animals on 

them. For each set of animals which they collect, they receive 5 points. The person 

with the most points at the end of the game is declared a winner.  

1. There are pictures of five kinds of animals on the cards: cows, sheep, ducks, 

dogs, and pigs. The cards are blue, pink, white, yellow and green.   

2. A person receives 5 units of money when they are able to collect one of each 

animal in the same colour of card.   

3. Beta members make trades by going around the room asking for the card 

they want and looking for someone who wants their “give away” cards. 

Instead of asking for cards they want in English, however, they ask in the Beta 

language. Beta has four elements to it:   

 To ask for a specific animal you want, make the sound of the animal: 

“Moo” means you want a card with a cow on it, “oink, oink” a card with 

a pig, “quack, quack” a duck, “baa, baa” a sheep, “bow, wow” a dog.   

 Instead of asking for a card by colour you hold up a card of the colour 

you want.   

 To say, “yes”, you nod your head up and down (much as people say, 

“yes” in America and Europe).   

 To say, “no” or, “I don’t have it,” you raise your elbow as high as your 

shoulders letting the forearms dangle loosely. This is done quickly and 

repeated for emphasis. The motion looks somewhat like a startled 

chicken.   

4. Beta members always stay at least one arm’s length away from each other. 

To exchange cards trader “A” sets the card he/she is giving away on the floor 

and backs away. Then trader “B” puts the card he is trading on the floor, picks 

your trader “A’s” card and moves away so trader “A” can pick up his (trader 

“'B's” card) without getting too close.   

5. Scores are kept on a chalkboard by putting one's first name on the chalkboard 

and recording the units of money after it. The chalkboard is considered to be 

the record the bank keeps of one’s deposits. Each time a Beta player gets 

one of each kind of animal, (a set of 5) in the same colour, he/she adds 5 

units of money to his or her score, turns in the old cards and gets five new 

ones. 

6. Beta members are told there is a shortage of cows and sheep in their culture 

and that visitors from the other culture are likely to have a surplus of caws and 

sheep.   

7. No Beta can speak any other language except Beta while in Beta land. They 

may speak any other language when they visit Alpha, e.g. English, Swedish, 

Italian, etc.   

8. If visitors don’t obey the rules of the culture, it is acceptable to get their cards 

away from them by using sign language, body motions or anyway one can, 
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except there is to be no violence and no talking any other language except 

Beta.   

 

Clarifying Questions   

1. Do you get five units of money for any set of five animals?   

A. No, only if they are on the same coloured card and if you have one of each kind. 

For example, a Beta member with 1 cow, 1 pig, 1 sheep, 1 duck, and 1 dog all on 

green cards, would earn 5 units of money.   

2. What if you walk around “mooing” and no one wants to give you a cow?   

A. Then you should try another animal. Perhaps visitors who come in later will have 

a cow   

3. Do you hold up any animal card to ask for colour?   

A. Yes, you might be asking for a cow by making the “moo” sound and holding up a 

white card with a sheep on it. In other words, it doesn't matter what animal is on the 

card held up so long as it is the colour you are seeking.   

4. Why are dogs included? Are they eaten?   

A. In some cultures they are, but in Beta they are used to herd sheep and for pets.   

 

Example   

Suppose the five cards given me at the beginning were a pink pig, a pink duck, a 

green dog, a white dog, and a yellow duck. I would probably decide to collect pink 

animals, since I have more pink than any other colour. I have a pig and a duck, so I 

need a pink dog, cow and sheep to complete my set. I would walk around the room 

asking for a pink cow by “mooing” and holding up one of the pink cards to let others 

know which colour I want. At the same time, I would listen for someone barking or 

quacking because I have a green dog, white dog and yellow duck I want to give 

away in a trade.   

When I find someone with a pink cow who wants my green dog, white dog, or yellow 

duck, we would trade by each placing our cards on the floor and backing away. Once 

we picked up our new cards, I would resume my search, by bleating or barking while 

holding up a pink card, until I found someone willing to make another trade. When I 

had all five animals, I would turn them in and get a fresh set of five cards. 
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6.5. Intercultural Evening  

Aims: 

 To Share the culture & traditions; 

 To highlight similarities rather than differences in culture and traditions; 

 To share and promote messages of peace and love; 

 To encourage finding role models of peace and positive examples from 

participants’ countries. 

 

The activity was exercised during all 3 PWI Session, with varying main topics. The 

participants were actively involved in planning and implementing the programme, 

which included: 

1. “Tea Party”. Each country group provided the varieties of tea grown/consumed in 

their respective communities, accompanied with food and sweets. Everybody had 

the chance to taste represented products and get acquainted with local traditions. 

2.  “The Wall of Good Role Models”. Representatives of each participating country 

were encouraged to bring forward the picture/symbol of someone/something that 

stands as a role model of peace. They were given this task in advance, so each 

national group came to the event with already determined symbol. Each 

representative had time to explain to the entire group what the reasons behind their 

choice were.  

3.  “Food Garden” as a symbol of peace. Participants brought national food and 

drinks (non-alcohol only) as a symbol of sharing and caring. It also included music 

from involved countries and teaching national dances to other members of the group.  

This module was particularly enriching in terms of raising awareness of the 

participants about the countries, cultures & values they represent. It also helped to 

bring the group even closer and to strengthen the amiable atmosphere. 
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6.6. Secret Friend 

 

Aim 

The aim of the Secret Friend game is to build positive relationships between 

participants and share different cultural experiences. This can prove to be very 

effective in boosting motivation, positive relationships between participants and 

empathy towards other members of the group.  

 

This activity is best suited for those training/sessions that last a couple of days or 

longer. Those that are only for a day to a couple of days are not suited to this 

activity. 

 

How? 

Introduce the activity to the participants in the information that is sent out prior to 

their arrival at the training. It is advisable to encourage them to bring small tokens 

from their home country/culture to share with their secret friend. As the facilitator, it is 

your choice as to whether you explain in full the intentions of this activity to the 

participants in this information or at the start of the session/training; it depends on 

your group.   

 

Secret friend will see all participants and facilitators paired, secretly, with another 

member of the group in which, throughout the training/session they will exchange 

tokens and/or messages to show the other member of the group that they are being 

thought of, noticed, and recognised. Please note, these tokens do not need to be 

expensive, examples of things that work well are traditional sweets, crafts, favourite 

quotes, short stories that inspire the other participant.  

 

On the first day of the training, all names, including the facilitator and participants 

should put their name in a hat/bag and this should be passed around the circle and 

everyone picks out a name. If they pick themselves out, fold the piece of paper back 

up and place in back in the hat/bag.  

 

At the end, everyone should have been paired with another member of the group 

and no one else should know who they have been paired with.  

 

The idea of the game is to pass these tokens to your secret friend without the friend 

finding out who their secret friend is and continue to do so throughout the week.  

 

There will be some participants that are better at this than others. The facilitators 

may need to remind participants to continue to do little things for their secret friend.  

 

At the end of the week there should be time given for each participant to be 

introduced to their secret friend. This can be done in a number of ways; the choice is 

yours as the facilitator. The way the PWI team revealed their secret friend was by 
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inviting each participant to the front of the circle, being blindfolded and the secret 

friend was brought forward for them. This is when the reveal happened.  

 

Debriefing 

 

Some debriefing questions that can be done before the reveal happens which cause 

the participants to reflect back over the training/session are;  

 How did you feel when you received a token or message from your secret 

friend? 

 How did you feel when you gave a token or message to your secret friend? 

 Can you think of any benefits of having a secret friend in a session like this 

one?  
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6.7. Two World Views 

 

This exercise helps to explore the values underlying the construction of peace by 

focusing on two different views and examining how they both make up part of us and 

our lives.  

 

The issues that can be addressed through this exercise are; peace, values, peace 

building, harmony, choice and recognition.  

 

The objectives of this activity are; 

 To enable participants to understand different approaches to peace existing 

within ourselves and in our societies; 

 To identify new points for attention in relation to peace, conflict and violence. 

 

The materials that will be needed for this exercise are; flip chart, pink and yellow 

cards, masking tape to make lines on the floor, A4 sheets to present the triangle. 

 

With the help of the masking tape, draw a big triangle (for instance, the base can be 

3 metres, with the sides 4 meters) on the floor and divide it into two halves. There is 

an example at the end of this exercise. Prepare the keywords on the yellow and pink 

cards by writing each of them on a separate card. Prepare copies of half of the 

triangle for each of the groups. 

 

Instructions 

1. Divide the group into two subgroups. 

2. Group 1 receives the yellow cards ordered by number (from the bottom to the 

top of the triangle) and a copy of the peace-building side of the triangle: 

explain to them that this is their world view, in which they believe and must 

defend. Do the same with Group 2 by giving them the pink cards ordered by 

number (from the bottom to the top of the triangle), and a copy of the 

pacification side of the triangle.  

3. Invite participants to look at the cards, discuss them in their group, and come 

up with a short explanation of each of the cards, taking into account their 

world view. 

4. Ask both groups to select one representative who, on behalf of the group, will 

persuade the others that their world view is the best. 

5. Invite both groups to the plenary, where the empty divided triangle is drawn 

on the floor. Invite each of the groups to sit on one side of the triangle.  

6. Invite the representative nominated to do the persuading by each of the 

groups to start presenting their world view. This happens by putting the cards 

on the triangle one by one. Step by step, the group representatives explain 

their beliefs, laying the cards down one by one, from the bottom to the top of 

their side of the triangle. The representatives of the groups take turns in 
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presenting cards that explain their beliefs and world view to the others. They 

go on until the whole triangle is built.  

7. To complete the model, you should add the different subheadings, as shown 

in the triangle in the handout.  

 

Debriefing 

Once the triangle is formed, initiate the debriefing; 

 How did you feel in your group? What did it mean for you to be in the pink or 

yellow group? 

 To what extent was it difficult for you to persuafe the other world about your 

world view? 

 To what extent did you agree with what you were defending? 

 What are the main differences between yellow and pink? 

 In our yellow/pink part of the world how do we see conflict? 

 In our yellow/pink part of the world how do we see peace? 

 What does power mean for the yellow/pink? 

 

After this initial phase, explain that both of these world views are part of us and our 

societies. You may then continue with the following questions: 

 What is the line that divides the two sides?  

 Can one choose its side (yellow/pink)? 

 How does one yellow become pink and vice versa? 

 What happens when a yellow group does not agree to deal with a pink group? 

 How do the two networks support each other on both sides? 

 

Making links with reality 

 How would you describe your community/society? Is it pink/yellow/both? 

 How would you define human beings in your community? Are they 

pink/yellow/both? 

 How are the different groups’ tasks divided? What is the role of each (what do 

the yellow/pink people do)? 

 

Further reflections 

 How can you see conflict in this triangle? 

 Is conflict about a positive force for change? For better or worse? 

 To what extent is conflict necessary for change?  

 How can we place ourselves to be agents for change and not for conformity, 

considering our world views? 

 Where are the sides on conflict in which we need to engage? 

 Would it be a good idea to convert as many people as possible into yellow or 

join pink in order to change the system “from the inside”? 

 Why is separation between conflict and violence important?  

Tips for Facilitators 
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In case you feel that the group is not strong enough to defend the different world 

view by coming up with relevant meanings for the different keywords, you may 

decide to “defend” each side of the triangle with another team member. Then you 

proceed directly to the debriefing, which you slightly adapy, especially the first part of 

it. 

 

Suggestions for follow up 

You may continue to explore ways of change and conflict transformation towards 

peace by trying some of the activities in T-Kit No.12 – Youth transforming conflict, 

Council of Europe publication. 

 

Ideas for action 

You may want to invite participants to create a symbol that works with the different 

beliefs necessary to maintain peace. It can be in the form of a silent exercise, where 

participants use materials and keywords to create a symbol in one corner of the 

room, where they can always come for new energy and reconciliation of the two 

world view beliefs.  

 

The triangle diagram adapted by ACTS Balkans from the original Diana Francis 2006 



 
 

Idea of Peace 

Planet as home, Just relationships, Eliminate 

structural violence, empowering, Creative 

conflict culture, systems thinking 

Planet as commodity, Hegemony, Prosperity, 

Suppress conflict, Hierarchy 

International Order 

Principled and democratic Fair distribution Conditional & Instrumental, Market is 

decisive 

Conflict and Change 

Top down, Coercive & violent if 

necessary, stability, conflict 

prevention 

Multilevel, Bottom – up, Livelihoods, 

Conflict necessary for change 

Power, Reality, People 

Us or them, 

Realpolitik/nationalism, 

Power over, process = 

outcome, People 

expendable 

All us, human needs/ 

psychosocial, power with, 

process<->outcome, 

people not expendable 

Values 

Look after our 

own success/ 

victory, 

Paternalism 

Respect and care, 

Well – being 

Rights 

Ideas of Security 

Eat or be 

eaten 

Interdepen

dence 



8. Conclusions 

 

Overall, the YMCA Europe “Roots for Reconciliation” Peace Work Institute project 

module & and all 3 sessions were largely implemented as planned.  

 

The process ran quite smoothly, with minor shifts of content units within the given 

timeframe to allow more time for participants’ inputs and discussions, as well as to 

manage incurring logistical issues along the way.  

 

The overall learning atmosphere was good and positive with participants being 

actively participating and involved in the process and focusing intently on the 

respective individual and group assignments. All due tasks were elaborated and 

delivered. 
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9. Testimonials 

 

 ‘The most important was exactly the opportunity of intercultural dialogue. Through 

communicating and training tool we had the chance to really get to know each other, 

to speak, to learn the culture and habits of different countries. This training gave us 

the new vision on the entire world and on Y-role in it.’  (Marina Martynenko, Russia, 

22.) 

 

‘It was my first time in Turkey and first experience in communication with Turkish 

people. For me, as an Armenian and with my historical background it was a very 

hard decision to go to Turkey even in the frames of a YMCA project. But I'm very 

proud of myself that I did it and overcame the challenges I faced by myself. Now I 

know that people there are also very hospitable and friendly. It is not dangerous to 

walk there alone in the evenings at all even if you are an Armenian girl. It was to 

realize that Istanbul isn't like any other city I have seen before, but it was a great time 

in a beautiful city with great people there. I think this was the most valuable 

experience for me.’ (Lusine Vardanyan, Armenia, 24.) 

 

“I feel changed, the experiences are with different people and by listening to their 

stories I learn and these stories impact on me, the affect the way I watch the news, 

they way I feel about the information I receive about world issues. I won't lie, there 

are things that I would have done differently, but no programme is perfect. I have 

learnt we are ALL agents of change, if we want to be and we can change the YMCA 

and maybe, one day, the world! A huge thank you to everyone who was involved in 

the planning and delivery of the programme!” (Rachel Dyne, UK, 24.) 

 

‘I tell everybody that I learned so much from this event. Not only new skills for 

monitoring change and progress, but also new ways of accessing project planning by 

having the emphasis on not causing harm with it. The event also made realize that 

global citizenship is so valuable and can create whole new world where peace is 

possible, because we start to care not only about our national or local interests but 

about our neighbours needs and fears. And that is what I believe is the essence of 

Christian charity and love of neighbour. Thanks a lot to the YE staff for organizing 

this event and giving me the possibility to be part of it.’ (Sebastian Vogt, Germany, 

26.) 
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 “Being part of PWI is a great learning and sharing opportunity. The Yerevan session 

proved it very directly by using modern technology and social media to generate the 

activist potential of the group. After being around and with YMCA for six years now, it 

was great seeing the development of some of the people that were just getting 

involved in peace work and reconciliation and the initiative, expertise and leadership 

they were showing throughout the process.” 

 

“First of all I would like to mention that I am impressed by the PWI Session held in 

Yerevan, it is one of the best events I have participated in. I liked both the facilitators 

and the participants. We had a very interesting session, sharing of best practices 

and we worked in groups which I liked the best because everyone of us had a 

chance to offer something, to do something, to share his opinion, etc. We've learnt 

more about the digital activism. For example, many of us didn't know how to use 

twitter or what is twitter. Those who didn't know about the situations in conflict areas 

were eager to know these and they were attentively listening to the stories told by 

the participants. And I am looking forward to meeting my friends and to continue our 

work together as with the new day comes new strength and new thoughts.” 

 

“I was impressed by the atmosphere of the event and commitment of young people 

involved and I hope this enthusiasm will never fade away. I hope the number of such 

people will keep increasing and may there always be peace and friendship in the 

world.” 

 

“A very well organised conference by an outstanding team who themselves are 

extremely talented. It was extremely professional and gave us a taste of what the 

world out there is like. The skills gained were very applicable to everyday situations, 

and it opened doors to new thinking and new opportunities and I am extremely 

privileged to have been included. Thank you to all the sponsors of the conference 

and the hard working teams who made it happen and for giving me this opportunity, I 

have developed so much, and now have a drive to learn even more and deliver the 

message and do what I can in my means to drive this passion into action.” (Frah 

Saeed, UK) 

 

“Roots for Reconciliation” has been a life-changing experience for me. I’ve changed 

my point of view about a lot of things and I had opportunity to change others point of 

view too. I met a lot of amazing people and made new friends all over Europe. I hope 

this project will continue not only with tandem projects but also with unity of all the 

participants.” (Ani Kalabegashvili, Georgia) 
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“Dear ALL! Many thanks for the given opportunity to be there in Strasbourg with you, 

to really feel that feeling of share, care, commitment to the common idea! That was 

the best time that we could have right before Christmas. We became much more 

opened to each other, being truly involved in what we are doing. Can't wait for the 

Tandem groups projects to take place. Ready to work on them! Have a great 

successful, happy and inspiring year! Bless you!” (Marina Martynenko, Russia). 
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11. Appendices 

1. Programme timeline- Istanbul 

2. Programme timeline – Yerevan 

3. Programme timeline – Strasbourg 

4. Programme timeline – Budapest 



11.1. Programme Timeline: Istanbul, Session One 

  Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 

08:00 

Arrivals to Istanbul 

Breakfast 

09:30 The Message of the Day / Home-groups Recap 

10:00 
Introduction to Change 

Agents  
Introduction to Do No 

Harm Approach 
Alfas Meet Betas - 
Simulation Game 

The Nature of 
Change 

End-of-event 
Evaluation, 

Homework & Follow-
up, Closing 

11:30 Coffee Break 

12:00 The Sleeping Giant 
Case Study on Roma 
IDPs, Seven Lessons 

Learnt 

From Multicultural to 
Intercultural Societies 

Your Change 
Assessment Toolkit 

Departures 

13:30 Lunch Break 

15:00 
Getting to Know and 

Preparing the 
Conference Venue 

Space, Transformation, 
Impact 

Context Analyses 

Excursion in Istanbul 

Assessing Change 

16:30 Coffee Break Break 

17:00 
Official Opening, 
Getting to Know 

Each Other, Home-
groups Set-up, 
Expectations 

Sharing Best Practices Impact Analysis 
Assessing Change at 

Your Do No Harm 
Workshop 

18:30 Home-groups Review 
Home-groups 

Review 

19:30 Dinner 

21:00 Free evening Korkoro (film) Free evening Home-groups Review Farewell evening 
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11.2. Programme Timeline: Yerevan, Session Two 

  
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 

08:00 

Arrivals to Yerevan  

Breakfast 

09:30 
Official Opening, 
Getting to Know 

Each Other, 
Expectations, 
Introductions 

Message of the Day Home-Groups Recap 

Departures 

10:00 
Areas of Peace 

Work 

Reflective 
Peace 

Practices 

Tandem Grant 
Tool Case 

Statements 

Tandem Grant 
Tool Summary 

11:15 Break 

11:45 
Homework Review 

/ Sharing Best 
Practices 

Areas of Peace 
Work 

Reflective 
Peace 

Practices 

Tandem Grant 
Tool Fundraising 

Plan 

Digital Activism - 
Preparation for 

Showcase 

13:00 Lunch 

14:30 

Arrivals to Yerevan 
(Excursion to St. 

Ejmiatsin for early 
arrivals) 

Digital Activism - 
Panel Discussion 

Digital Activism - 
Plenary & Group 

Work 

Home Groups 
Review 

Digital Activism 
- Plenary & 

Group Work 

Digital Activism - 
Preparation for 

Showcase 

15:45 Break 

Exposure 
(Visit to S. 
Parajanov 

Museum, City 
Quest in 
Yerevan, 

Dinner in City)  

Break 

16:15 
Digital Activism - 
Plenary & Group 

Work 

Digital Activism - 
Plenary & Group 

Work 

Digital Activism 
- Plenary & 

Group Work 

Digital Activism 
Showcase 

17:30 Home Groups Review 
Home Groups 

Review 
Evaluation, Future 

Plans 

19:00 Dinner Dinner 
 Official Closing, 
Farewell (incl. 

Dinner) 20:00 
Welcome, 

Registrations, 
House Rules 

Free Evening 
Intercultural 
Evening - Tea 

Party Must Go On 
Free Evening 
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11.3. Programme Timeline: Strasbourrg, Session Three 

  
Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 

08:00 

Arrivals to 
Strasbourg  

Breakfast 

09:30 
Introductions, 

Expectations, Home-
Groups 

Message of the Day 

Departures from 
Strasbourg 

09:45 
Introduction to 

Council of Europe 
Peace Work    

Introduction to 
Tandem Grant Tool 

Action Plan 

Tandem Grant Tool 
Action Plan Conflict 

Context Analyses 

Tandem Grant Tool 
Action Plan Risk 

Assessment 

11:00 Break 

11:30 

Introduction to Council 
of Europe and 

European Youth 
Foundation  

Sharing of  Best 
Practices 

Tandem Grant Tool              
Action Plan Conflict 

Context Analysis  

Tandem Grant Tool 
Action Plan Conflict 

Context Analysis 

Tandem Grant Tool 
Action Plan Risk 

Assessment 

12:45 Lunch 

14:15 Warm-up Energizers 

Visit to European 
Institutions, Free 
Time & Dinner in 

Strasbourg 

Warm-up Energizers 

14:45 
Group Building / 
Group Dynamics 

Activity 

Intercultural 
Dialogue Game 

Tandem Grant Tool 
Action Plan Project 
Cycle Management 

Tandem Grant Tool 
Action Plan 
Showcase 

16:00 Break Break 

16:30 
What Does Peace 

Mean to Me 
Intercultural 

Dialogue Game 

Tandem Grant Tool 
Action Plan Project 
Cycle Management 

Evaluation 

17:45 Home Groups Review Home Groups Review  Official Closing  

19:00 Dinner Dinner 

20:30 Welcome Free Evening 
Intercultural 

Evening 
Volunteers Day Farewell 
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11.4. Programme Timeline: Budapest, Session Four 

 

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 

08:00 

Arrivals of 
participants, 

Planning Team 
meeting 

Breakfast 

09:30 
Opening and 
introductions 

Message of the Day by Home-Groups 

Departures 

09:45 
Introduction to PWI 

Handbook.  
RfR project outcome 
evaluation workshop 

RfR project outcome 
evaluation workshop 

My Journey with 
the Roots' 

11:00 Break 

11:30 
Expectations and set-
up of group dynamics 

Digital activism & 
campaigning for 
peace. Council of 
Europe 'No Hate 

Speech Movement’ 

RfR project outcome 
evaluation workshop 

RfR project outcome 
evaluation workshop 

Future Plans, 
including Market 

Place for 
participants  

12:45 Lunch 

14:15 Warm-up energizers by Home-Groups 

Free afternoon 
and self-organised  

dinner in 
Budapest 

Warm-up Energizers  

14:45 
Sharing best practices 

- RfR Tandem Grant 
Tool projects 

Digital activism - 
Tandem Groups no-

cost projects. RfR  
ProFest Steering 
Group meeting 

RfR project outcome 
evaluation workshop 

Context Europe 

16:00 Break Break 

16:30 
Sharing best practices 

- RfR Tandem Grant 
Tool projects 

Digital activism -  
Tandem Groups no-

cost projects. RfR 
ProFest Steering 
Group meeting 

RfR project outcome 
evaluation workshop 

Event reaction 
evaluation, 

official closing 

17:45 Home-Group Review HG Review 

19:00 Dinner Dinner 

20:30 Welcome evening 
Free evening - digital 

activism 
Intercultural evening 

Free evening - digital 
activism 

Farewell 

 


